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ABSTRACT
This research investigated the reliability and efficacy of a new method of building
consumer decision maps first proposed in the literature by David Whitlark of the Marriott School
of Management. Current approaches necessitate a significant amount of qualitative research, often
followed by time consuming quantitative analysis of the qualitative data. The new approach starts
with a small qualitative sample, but ultimately, the consumer decision map (CDM) is constructed
using survey data, allowing for a significantly lower expense and greater sample sizes. This
research involved three studies that explored 1) the relationship between the Whitlarkian map and
a qualitative map assembled from the same study, 2) the consistency of Whitlarkian maps
assembled by different researchers using the same base data, and 3) comparisons of the
Whitlarkian map to machine learned networks using the same data. The results support the
hypotheses that the Whitlarkian approach produces similar structures to the current gold standard
qualitative approaches, remains fairly consistent across researchers given the same data set, and
does well in representing the overall correlational structure of the full data set. These initial results
provide supporting evidence to the usefulness, reliability and efficacy of the Whitlarkin CDM
building algorithm.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Marketing managers have numerous responsibilities to execute in relation to successful
marketing. The focus and complexity of these responsibilities can be boiled down to the interactive
effort influencing choice. A successful marketing leader is one that can influence choice, and a
failed marketing program is marked by its inability to do so effectively or efficiently.
Accordingly, the development of tools and theory around human choice has always been of
prime importance to these managers. For example, discrete choice models are a frequently used
tool to figure out optimal response to choice preferences, but the ability to strategize based on
most theoretical and modeling constructs like discrete choice is hampered by the inability of those
approaches to provide guidance around the ‘why’ of choice. If there is no understanding of why,
there will always be a limit to the power and flexibility in the solutions offered (Reynolds & Olson,
2001).
Needless to say, there are myriad theories around the construction of consumer preferences,
even when preference is constructed (Read, Loewenstein., Rabin, Keren, & Laibson, 2000; Svenson,
2006; Weber & Johnson, 2006); however, the bulk of the research seems to agree is that “choice
among options depends critically on the goals of the decision maker” (Bettman, Luce, & Payne,
1998).
If taken at face value, this observation does not seem helpful to marketing professionals as
most goals are inherently fleeting, and provide no foundation for systematic research of consumer
choice behavior. Someone may be looking for flat slats on their child’s crib because their goal is to
get a crib that will have the highest likelihood to keep their child safe – a goal that could only occur
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once in their life. However, if one was to ask why the goal of a safe crib was important to them,
that chain of reasoning seems to always lead back to foundational goals, like ‘being a good parent’,
that seem more permanent and rise above context and situation (Schwartz, 1994).
Perhaps this is why the developers of Means-End theory (Reynolds & Olson, 2001) argued so
strongly that no matter what the final structure of choice looked like, it must end in our value layer
(Gutman, 1982). One of the world’s foremost researchers in the area of human values, Shalom
Schwartz, described values as “desirable goals that motivate action” and desired end states that
“transcend specific actions and situations” (Schwartz, 2007). It seems that human values are
perhaps the main nexus we need to explore to truly understand consumer choice, and in fact,
human choice.
Viewed from a consumer psychology perspective, the most persuasive communications seem to
occur using concepts that link the product’s attributes into this value layer (Olson & Reynolds,
1983). This is a key point of application for means-end theory (Reynolds & Olson, 2001).
Understanding how these linkages can and do take place is one of the major roles of consumer
decision maps (CDMs), along with why they are created, and why they are used in the marketing
realm (Mulvey & Kavalam, 2010).
Early attempts at the creation of CDMs come from the use of standard laddering techniques –
an approach that has been around for almost three decades (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988; see also
Barrena, & Sánchez, 2009; Gengler, Mulvey, & Oglethorpe, 1999; Vannoppen, Verbeke,
Huylenbroeck, & Viaene, 2001). Ladders tend to be discovered through qualitative means, and then
pieced together into cohesive structures. In these laddering interviews, consumers who have
recently made the choice being explored are initially probed as to their perceived distinctions
between the options, sometimes using techniques such as ranking comparisons or triatic sorting.
Once distinctions are elicited, those distinctions are further explored by either unpacking concepts,
which is a common technique to move down a level, or by asking questions such as “Why is that
2

important to you?” in an effort to increase concept abstractness and move up to higher levels in the
means-end ladder.
In the late 1990s, some efforts were made to add a quantitative element of validity to the
effort using the association pattern technique (APT) (Hofstede, Audenaert, Steenkamp, & Wedel,
1998), but that approach requires some additional assumptions of layer linkage independence that
make some researchers uncomfortable.
A new and much more quantitative approach to CDM creation was introduced in 2008 by
Marriott School of Management researcher, David Whitlark, in a joint paper on organizational
culture (Fawcett, Brau, Rhoads, Whitlark, & Fawcett, 2008). This technique essentially involves
starting out with laddering interviews to capture the space’s concepts at the attribute,
consequence, and value layers. Those concepts are then integrated into a survey using importance
scores, and then CDM structures are derived by building relationships based on correlations
proceeding layer by layer.
Should this approach be viable, it is a significant advancement in the field of means-end
analysis. Setting multiple choice method of hard laddering aside because of open questions around
its reliability (Phillips & Reynolds, 2009), there are few, if any, ways to develop a reasonable sample
size for qualitative CDM creation due to the expense of executing highly-skilled qualitative
research. Resulting limited samples prevent any views into potential market segments or group
differences, and it even casts a shadow on the reliability of the results. In addition, the use of
qualitative research alone allows there to be a greater opportunity for error by not being able to
compensate for specific method weaknesses (Patton, 1999).
This study intends to take a hard look at the reliability of the Whitlarkian partial correlationalbased CDM approach, first by comparing its results to a qualitative CDM. There is a possibility that
the mostly quantitative technique would be an improvement on a pure qualitative approach, but
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there should be a reasonable relationship between the two. Once this is accomplished, the way is
clear to test the approach more rigorously using quantitative tools as well.
One of the larger concerns that might arise around this approach is it claims to be able to
assemble, both piece-wise and pairwise a cohesive integrated map, so to speak, instead of looking
at the quantitative data overall. To evaluate this claim, I compare the fit of the model built from
the correlational-based approach to models generated more holistically. Specifically, in this case, I
have compared the fit of correlational map results to maps generated by constrained and
unconstrained Bayesian networks.
Should this technique hold well to this rigorous qualitative and quantitative review, I would
suggest that it get much more attention and development in the broader means-end research
community. It is executable using commonly available analytic software including SAS, SPSS, and
R. It would provide an external validation of structures discovered in a qualitative setting, and
provide that much needed view into group differences – a view made possible by the increased
participants that can now be practically involved.
The next section will now review in greater detail the aims and objectives of the research. This
is followed by a literature review covering the major concepts utilized in the research, and then an
explication of the methodology that was used.

4

CHAPTER TWO
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of the research is to evaluate the support behind David Whitlark’s proposed
quantitative solution for Consumer Decision Map creation given in Fawcett S. E., Brau, Rhoads,
Whitlark, an Fawcett (2008). This evaluation proceeds by providing answers to the following
questions:
I.

Given that the current best practice involves building qualitatively-driven maps
through laddering-derived chains, does a map built through the Whitlarkian technique
approximate the current best practice structure?

To accomplish this objective, a series of laddering interviews were given to consumers who recently
made the target consumer choice (fresh squeezed orange juice brand selection). The ladders
gathered from this qualitative exercise were then assembled into a consumer decision map, and the
resulting structure was then compared to the structure generated by the Whitlarkian technique.
Structural differences were highlighted, along with the relative importance of the differences as
revealed by a mutual information analysis.
To be clear, there is no clear standard of truth to establish the superiority of one technique over the
other; however, should the results of the Whitlarkian algorithm produce a map that is wholly and
completely different from the current best practice, that result would throw a shadow of concern
on the new technique. The result of this effort was to establish the legitimacy of the technique.
II.

Given data typical for this kind of exercise, are the instructions specific enough for
multiple practitioners to create maps that are roughly equivalent, or can the
instructions lead to a variety of different and incompatible map structures?
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To accomplish this objective, four trained practitioners built a consumer decision map based on the
published instructions using the same underlying data. The results of their work were then
compared using a new interrater scoring algorithm designed for this exercise that accounted for the
importance of the varying connections as established by a Bayesian Network analysis of the
structure. A final score was then calculated giving guidance as to how well the participants were
able to approximate the same core decision map structure, once again, as established by mutual
information.
III.

The procedure provided was based on correlational pairwise comparisons of average
microfactor scores.1 If the entire map was built based solely on pairwise evaluations,
how well does the resulting structure end up fitting the dataset as a whole?

The evaluation of this objective was based on a Bayesian Network fit comparison. Bayes net
algorithms optimize based on overall dataset fit, and the informational approach offers useful fit
statistics used to compare auto-generated structures to manually input structures. Initially the
comparison was made to an unconstrained model so as to evaluate the validity of means-end itself,
but afterward, a model constrained to best fit a means-end approach was then compared to the
Whitlarkian based model structure. A favorable outcome in this test would most likely support the
hypothesis that indirect effects not taken into account in the pairwise comparisons do not provide
sufficient distortion to alter the consumer decision map in meaningful ways.
In summary, by evaluating its logical consistency, its reliability, and its overall dataset fit,
this research provides a basis to evaluate the viability of the Whitlarkian method of consumer
decision map construction. Results of this research could impact consumer research as it opens the

1

David Whitlark described this as “factor summates”, a term that needs to be further defined. For
now, the term microfactor seems to fit the situation a bit better, and will be used in the research.
Microfactors are discussed further in the Methods section.
6

way to research key consumer decisions with greater numbers, at a lower cost, and with increased
ability to detect psychological nuances between population groups.
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CHAPTER THREE
LITERATURE SURVEY
To provide a background to the work, this section reviews the following topics and provide
a brief history of the ideas and the state of current practice:
1) Introductory review of consumer decision models,
2) Means-end theory and consumer decision maps,
3) Laddering interviews, and
4) Bayesian networks.

General Review of Consumer Decision Models
One of the first fields to tackle the complexity of understanding consumer decision making
was economics. The concepts of utility and marginal utility, as drivers for understanding
consumers, were introduced to the literature as early as the mid-nineteenth century (Dupuit,
1844). Although very successful from a model creation standpoint, there have been consistent
concerns about its theoretical foundations (Robinson, 1962); as the concept may be viewed as
circular and non-testable
It is also difficult to understand static preference models in that sometimes choices need to
be made between items which may be unfamiliar at a certain time of decision-making. In addition,
the memory required to store all possible items for comparison would be daunting.
As a reaction to some of the concerns addressed by the classic economic model,
Lichtenstein and Slovic have led the development of dynamic construction preference – the
determination of preferences at the time of choice (Lichtenstein & Slovic, 2006). This approach
gained favor as consumers increasingly demonstrated a propensity to vary their preferences
according to the method used for elicitation – a result contrary to the static preference models
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typical to utility theory. Although there is not at present a unified school within this class, there is
a general recognition within the developers here that consumer choices can be sensitive to context
elements, framing, reference points, difficulty, and time pressure.
Motivation and decision theories within the world of psychology are numerous and varied,
and extend far beyond the focused development presented here. One of the earlier theories of
human motivation and decision understanding was proposed by Sigmund Freud, which he based
on interactions among the id, ego, and super ego (Freud, 1920). A more recent approach led by
Tory Higgins posits the existence of prevention vs. promotion orientations that influence decisions
across many contexts (e.g. Spiegel, Grant-Pillow, & Higgins, 2004). Sociology and social psychology
extend many of these theories to include the impact of social dynamics on the consumer decision
process.
Even though there are many theoretical structures within psychology that impact
consumer choice, there have been some developments specifically oriented toward the creation of a
unified consumer decision model. One of these is the Howard Sheth model (Howard & Sheth,
1969). An assumption of bounded rationality (Simon, 1972) is at the base of this approach – a
theme that is prominent in the literature even to today. Besides being sensitive to learning and
perceptual constructs, it also recognizes the roles of social, symbolic, and feature-based influences
in the decision process. However, its weakness seems to come in its complexity and the vagueness
of some of the concepts and definitions involved in its construction; nevertheless, it played and
continues to play an important role in the development of the consumer decision understanding.
The approach put forth by Nicosia (1966) is more straightforward and tends to be
information based, taking the consumer through preferences to attitudes to motivated purchasing.
However, as was common to some areas of development at the time, there is little development
around the processes internal to the consumer, leaving the model incomplete. Engel, Kollat, and
Blackwell (1968) expanded the process more by laying out approaches to problem identification,
9

information search, option assessment, and choice contexts, but still there is a significant gap in
understanding how the external influences impact the internal process.
Excepting the current dynamic constructionists, many, if not all, of these models are weak
in a key area of processing – the fundamental driving motivations that govern which choices to
make, and which option to take within each choice. The realm of connecting external features to
core motivations is much stronger in an approach that began its most serious development in the
1980s and continues to this day – the means-end approach. The means-end model has garnered
much praise for its ability to, in a simple way, describe more richly the role of enduring motivations
in the myriad and sequential choices characteristic of consumer behavior, and to lay out the
fundamental common elements that govern seemingly disconnected sequence of decisions.

Means-end Theory and Consumer Decision Maps
As early as the 1950s, and even before, psychologists began recognizing the importance of
distinctions between options, and the constructs that grow from such distinctions (Simon, 1957).
An early application of this is found in the Personal Construct Theory by George Kelly (1958). In
the evolution of the construction of his now well-known repertory grid, we see the beginnings of
the use of semantic networks and concept mapping as complementary technologies (Caputi, Viney,
Walker, & Crittenden, 2011).
The connection of these associative networks to a value level as a driver of search through
the network was clearly influenced by the seminal human values work of Milton Rokeach (1973),
e.g. The Nature of Human Values. In his research, Rokeach establishes human values as the desired
end-states that drive behavior. Accordingly, as the understanding of values and conceptual maps
began co-developing, the time for a synthesis became ripe.
In developing their theory of buyer behavior, John Howard and Jagdish Sheth (1969)
posited that consumers choose their course of action based on a set of motives (values) connected
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with “decision mediators” which act as connections between the alternatives and the underlying
consumer motives. Although still in conceptual stage, their work led to several models which
devised how this process might work, including the benefit chain introduced by Young and Feigin
(1975) and the benefit structure analysis of Myers (1976).
Other authors began to build upon this foundational work (Cohen, 1979; Geistfeld, Sproles,
& Badenhop, 1977; Hirschman, 1980), leading to models very similar to the current conceptions of
means-end. In these new models, consumers were acting like those postulated by Howard in that
they considered concrete product attributes, and then tied those attributes to more abstract layers
of consequences and then ultimately to fundamental motivations in a hierarchal way. And, with
the addition of the complementary work in consumer behavior’s tie to values purported by Vinson,
Scott, and Lamont (1977), those models and their tie to the human value layer became an accepted
stage in the theory development.
Gutman followed this development referenced here, and proposed his own refinement on
the previously proposed consumer decision structures (Gutman, 1982). In Gutman’s approach,
values drive a search and categorization process that culminates in the comparison of end level
concrete attributes. With these concepts beginning to crystalize, the now familiar ladder structure
of attribute – consequence – value began to receive significant attention in the marketing
psychology literature (Gutman, 1982; Gutman, & Reynolds, 1983; Gutman, Reynolds, & Fiedler, 1984;
Olson & Reynolds, 1983; Reynolds & Gutman, 1984).
Nuanced refinement of the theoretical view came with Gutman’s works in the early 1990’s
(Gutman, 1990; Gutman, 1991). In these works, Gutman starts to provide guidance to business
practitioners on how best to apply the evolving theory to real-life marketing psychology problems.
Additionally, he starts to set direction around how to think about the strength of linkages, areas of
consumer focus, and how human values end up relating to consumer choice behavior. These
insights were enhanced by the work of Walker and Olson (1991), which added a deeper
11

understanding of how the decision contexts associated with the ladders cause differences in how
the consumer relates to self.
Although there are still differences in the literature, including a more detailed six layer
model proposed by Olson and Reynolds (1983), most researchers in the field have now converged
on a four layer model that posits that product attributes cluster to provide support for certain
functional consequences, which in turn activate psychosocial consequences that link ultimately to
fourth and final human values layer.
For example, consider an 18-year old looking to purchase a car. When asked what
distinction he is looking for to help him make a differentiating choice, he might say, “It’s got to be
fast”. When probed as to what attributes lead to that belief, he may proffer turbo and a large
engine displacement. When probed further as to why fast is important, he may confess that it
would help him be viewed as ‘cool’ at school, and feel more accepted, thus fulfilling a desire of
belonging. When broken down into the usual means-end ladder structure (see Figure 2), we would
analyze this particular situation in the four-stage model by recording the following, as shown in
Figure 1:

Belonging

Accepted by
Friends
Fast Car

Engine

Has Turbo

Displacement > X

Figure 1. Depiction the example ladder structure from a Four Stage Model.
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Figure 2. An example of a qualitatively derived map for choosing an articulating ladder,
from research done for Little Giant Ladder Systems.
The attributes of the ladder are at the bottom of the map, and cluster to provide support to
elements at the functional consequence layer. For instance, we see that flared legs and rubber grips
help the ladder feel more stable (functional consequence), which helps the consumer feel more safe
(psychosocial consequence), which in turn leads to desired end states of longevity and family
security. Each layer feeds into the next moving on up to the values layer at the top.
Houston and Walker (1996) provide an early example of the creation of consumer decision
maps. In their case, they had participants concretely draw relationships between concepts elicited
during laddering interviews, and then they refined and integrated the structures through a
balanced ANOVA approach. Maps, and the approaches to create them, have evolved over time, but
in a majority of cases, the underlying data used are qualitatively derived. Some of the variations in
method of map creation include (with examples of each):
•

Manual assembly of the holistic structure from qualitative derived means-end chains
(Gengler, Mulvey, & Oglethorpe, 1999. see also Kaciak, Cullen, & Sagan, 2010);
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•

Qualitative elicitation of means-end chains with full maps being generated by extracting
the most prominent elements of an implication matrix (see Reynolds & Gutman, 1988)
assembled from the qualitative data (Klenosky, Gengler, & Mulvey, 1999; Makatouni, 2002;
Yang, Cha, Shin, Baek, & Lee, 2009);

•

Qualitative interviews using hard laddering (Orsingher & Luca Marzocchi, 2003; Zanoli &
Naspetti, 2002);

•

Ranking and cut-off method to more effectively deal with differences in response
frequencies between layers and variations in administration (Leppard, Russell, & Cox,
2004);

•

Second order confirmatory factor analysis followed by hard laddering to get the structure
(Lee & Lin, 2011).

There are several more variations on the theme, but the underlying challenge is that these
techniques, though quantitative, are ultimately based on qualitatively derived data sets that limit
their quantity because of expense. Although the qualitative research is rich and very useful, these
sample deficiencies inevitably lead to decreased reliability, increased expense, and a lack of insight
into the differences of underlying subgroups.
One attempt to get around this quantity limitation is to gather laddering data through a
survey instrument. As a survey cannot handle the complexity of a typical laddering interaction
with a subject, one technique used is to lock down the options at each abstraction level, and force
choices. This is the common approach to what is typically called “hard laddering”. Although in
theory, hard laddering could be a viable method to getting around the quantity restrictions with
these mean-end studies, Phillips and Reynolds (2009) have laid out varied objections to the
reliability of hard laddering that will be difficult to overcome.
Into this environment, another quantitative approach was integrated into an insightful
study of spirituality and organizational culture (Fawcett S. E., Brau, Rhoads, Whitlark, & Fawcett,
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2008). Leveraging a technique pioneered by David Whitlark, Fawcett et al’s team followed the
following methodology in their study:
1)

A survey was sent 350 subjects from the target audience containing the following three
types of questions:
a.

Importance ratings for concepts coming from each of the four abstraction layers
(derived from a limited number of qualitative interviews),

b. Performance ratings for their current location for those concepts, and finally,
c.

Standard demographic questions;

2) They then factor analyzed the top three layers to collapse initial fine-grained concepts into
broader conceptual nodes for use in a consumer decision map (functional consequences,
psychosocial consequences, and values);
3) Once the micro-factors have been determined2, they computed the partial correlations of
the micro-factor scores3 to determine linkages between the micro-factors at the top three
levels; and then finally,
4) They once again used partial correlations to determine how the attribute layer is linking up
into the micro-factors in the functional consequence layer.
The map that resulted from this effort turned out as follows:

2

As mentioned, it is desirable in the map to simplify the conceptual flows as much as reasonable.
For example, if you have two concepts “Good Customer Service” and “Pleasing Customer Service”, it
is reasonable to think that to many people, they may be nearly synonymous concepts. If the factor
loadings of both are “close enough” and combining them passes the logical consistency test, you
could create a new “micro-factor” from these two data series by creating a new series based on the
mean scores of the two series, and call the combined series “Good Customer Service”.
3
Looking at a micro-factor in a layer, you look at the correlation of that micro-factor to microfactors in the level above it, partialing out the other micro-factors in the layer above.
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Figure 3. Decision Map from Fawcett et al (2008)
The approach taken by this team from Brigham Young University is novel in the sense that the
consumer decision map (or hierarchal values map) is generated not from linkages made by the
participants, but linkages inherent in the correlational structure of the data itself. The team is
operating on the assumption that the data is generated from an existing cognitive network, where
the correlations in the data reflect the conceptual map linkages. Should this work, it is not only a
helpful way around a research problem, but the fact that the method does work speaks to the
existence of mental structures akin to the means-end model, and act as an intriguing support to the
theory itself.
However, even in this technique there is still the question of where the concepts come
from that get tested and implemented in the survey instrument. The majority of foundational
research done in the means-end space is based on the qualitative technique of laddering interviews.
Laddering is designed to elicit from the subjects the elements that populate the means-end chains
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winding through the various layers of abstraction. In the following section I will review laddering,
and its current state of practice as it relates to this research.

Laddering Interviews
The late 1970s and early 1980s produced a plethora of research on the cognitive structures
behind consumer decision making and choice distinctions ( Conover, 1982; Geistfeld, Sproles, &
Badenhop, 1977; Gutman & Reynolds, 1979; Hirschman & Douglas, 1981; Kanwar, Olson, & Sims,
1981; Lancaster, 1976; Marks & Olson, 1981). As a deeper understanding developed of the hierarchal
abstraction structure behind the means-end chain, and the resulting decision maps that capture
the richer relationships involved, there developed a natural need to facilitate its application to reallife marketing situations through some sort of qualitative approach that would be specifically
designed to capture the target chains. It was into this environment that Reynolds and Gutman
(1988) published their now classic paper, Laddering theory, method, analysis, and interpretation.
Most paper citation histories grow to a peak and diminish over time as their topic moves out the
mainstream, but this classic paper has seen a near steady growth in citation since its publication
twenty-eight years ago with over 2000 citations to date.
As introduced previously, Reynolds and Gutman (1988) lay out the framework for the semistructured interview approach that is now universally termed “laddering”. The framework of the
interview comes in two main sections. First, there is a time dedicated to eliciting the distinctions
involved in a decision process. In other words, the researcher must discover what distinctions
between options lie at the basis of their ultimate selection. 4 Various approaches proffered by the
authors include:
•

Triatic Sorting (Kelly, 1955), and

4

For example, if someone were choosing between fresh squeezed orange juice brands, they may
feel the brands differ in packaging quality, price, purity, etc., with the idea that in general, they will
choose the brand that performs the best in the areas most valued by that consumer.
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•

Preference ranking justifications.

Once the distinctions are captured, the researcher must then determine the most important
distinctions, and begin the laddering process on those to elicit the related means-end chains
(MECs).
Generally, the laddering process is straightforward. Distinctions often come in at the
functional consequence level, from which the interviewer needs to see which elements in the
attribute layer link to that consequence. To do so, the researcher may say things like, “What is it
about X that makes you feel that benefit Y is being delivered?” or “What is it about X that makes it
so?”. Questions that move up through the abstraction layers tend to be questions like, “Why is that
important to you?”.
The authors then address ways to overcome barriers that easily arise from the cognitively
challenging process. When subjects become stuck, they suggest some of the following approaches
to help them re-engage successfully in the process:
•

Bringing up a concrete situational context for the discussion;

•

Positing the absence of the item being considered and its implications;

•

Investigating interesting related behaviors they don’t engage in;

•

Probing the changing of behaviors over time and the motivations for those changes;

•

Falling back to talking about the decision in 3rd person rather than 2nd person to get
around challenges associated with personal revelations.

Once the means-end chains are captured in the interview process, the authors lay out the
methodology discussed in the previous section to convert the qualitative data to a consumer
decision map via the creation of an implication matrix.
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Grunert, Beckmann, and Sorensen (2001) provide a nice follow up to the Reynolds and
Olson publication. The authors provide additional guidance around the cognitive structures being
explored in laddering, and their relationship to other structures posited in the literature. They also
provide additional guidance on when to press and how, how to appropriately label the level of
abstraction in subject answers, along with how to deal better with situational specificity.
In the same year, Reynolds joined up with two additional authors to provide a capstone to
the foundational 1988 paper. In Advancements in Laddering (Reynolds, Dethloff, & Westberg, 2001),
the authors begin by clarifying four key questions that must be answered to set up a proper
laddering study:
1)

Who are relevant consumers to interview?

2) What is the specific behavior being investigated?
3) What context should the behavior be framed against?
4) What are the options available to the consumer?
Once the framework is in place, the authors expand the number of distinction elicitation
techniques to eight, each falling into one of three categories, providing practitioners with greater
flexibility to choose techniques appropriate to the frame. The number of question types to move to
greater levels of abstraction moved from one to nine, and several more techniques were added to
the list to get around blockages including:
•

Reiteration of occasion;

•

Alternate scenario creation; and

•

Reiterations of the already revealed chain.

Although several papers have been published recently on the laddering technique,
providing a clear explication of its execution (e.g. Walker & Crittenden, 2011), there has been
limited advancements in methodology. Most work focusing on the technique of laddering, rather
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than just utlizing it in the research, have focused on comparitive benefits of various approaches
already established in the literature (e.g. Russell, et al., 2004). This might just reflect a general
recognition of the method’s maturity in the research toolbox.

Bayesian Networks
As a Bayesian Network is the proposed technique used to evaluate the fit of the resulting
Whitlarkian-built consumer decision map to the dataset as a whole, it is helpful at this stage to
first, define a Bayesian network (BN), and various approaches developed using Bayesian Networks
to machine learn network structure in a set of data. With this in place, I consider the various fit
statistics that can be utilized with some of the advantages each would deliver.

Graphical Models
Bayesian networks are a specific subset of graphical models, and often it is helpful to
understand the nature of graphical models first. Graphical models as defined in Whittaker (1990)
help clarify the relationships among variables with conditional dependencies. In the graph nodes
represent variables, and direct conditional relationships between variables are represented by an
edge between the respective nodes. For example, if we had the following graph (Figure 4),

B

A

C

Figure 4. Example of conditionally dependent nodes in a graphical model.
the implication would be that A and B would be conditionally dependent, and C and B would be
conditionally dependent, but as there is no connection between A and C, we would say that the
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variables represented by those nodes are conditionally independent, given B. To be clear, it may
not be that A and C are independent variables, but it is saying that any way that, say, C is impacting
A is encoded in the state of B.
Thus a graphical model M can simply be defined as the set M = {N,E,P} where N is the set
of nodes, each which represents a random variable under consideration, E is the set of edges
between the nodes representing the direct conditional relationships involved, and P is the set of
probability distribution functions associated with each node or variable.

Bayesian Network Specifics
As mentioned above, a Bayesian network is just a special category of graphical model. In
this case, two additional requirements are added (Neapolitan, 1990). First, the only edges allowed
are directed edges. So, in the following model,

B

A

Figure 5: Directed Edge in a Bayesian Network.
it would be interpreted as B is in a conditional relationship with A, but not vice versa. Often this is
interpreted as a “causal” relationship. In the Figure X case, if B is the “sidewalk is wet” and A is “it is
raining”, we can see that A implies B, but it would stretch credulity to say in some circumstances
that B implies A. Bayesian networks do a good job in capturing chains of causal relationships under
uncertainty.
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The second requirement that is added to the graphical model definition is that it must be a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). Formally, if a path is a sequence of edges such that the ending of
one ray is the beginning of the next, we would say a directed graph is a DAG if there are no nonnull paths in graph going from any of the nodes to itself. Or, in other words, a directed graph is a
DAG if it contains no cycles. For terminology’s sake, I also note here that in the above A -> B
graph, A is considered a parent node to B, and B is its child.
With this definition in mind, we get the following probability function describing any one
state of the network. For the vector of nodes in a Bayesian network N = <N1, N2, … , Nn>, we have
that:

n

P ( X )   P( X i | parents ( X i ))

(4.1)

i 1

Thus, the joint probability of any one state is just the product of the conditional probabilities of
each node given the state of its parent nodes.

Kullback-Leibler Divergence
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is used frequently in information theory and will be used
extensively in these studies. It is essentially a way of measuring how one probability distribution
diverges from another. The technical term divergence is important as the measure is not
symmetric, and thus it is not formally a distance metric. For the two discrete probability
distributions Q and R, the KL divergence from Q to R can be written as follows:

DKL ( R || Q)   R(i) log(
i

Q(i )
)
R(i )

(4.2)

A KL divergence of zero denotes strong similarity, while a divergence of one indicates strong
differences between the two.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHOD
The purpose of the research was to provide an overall evaluation of a new approach to
consumer decision map (CDM) creation proposed by Dr. David Whitlark of the Marriott School of
Management (Fawcett S. E., Brau, Rhoads, Whitlark, & Fawcett, 2008). Evaluating any such
technique is difficult, as there is no standard of truth from which to draw comparisons; however,
there are approaches that can provide useful guidance and directional evidence.
Study 1 consisted in choosing a common consumer decision process, in this case the choice is
amongst brands of fresh-squeezed orange juice, and then following the steps of the Whitlarkian
process. The result of this process was compared against a map that was derived from the current
best-practice qualitative approach. The general thinking here is that a new and legitimate
approach could provide some variation to a well configured qualitative map, for good or ill, but it
would be hard to defend if it were radically different from results that have been the basis for
numerous research projects and reviewed papers.
Study 2 consisted in evaluating the technique’s reliability and consistency. To test this, if
several trained researchers, using the same data and the same directions, come up with radically
different consumer decision maps, then there likely is need for refinement around the directions
given, or a consideration as to whether the technique can be made more reliable. If maps created
independently cannot be made to harmonize, that would raise a flag as to the viability of the
approach. If maps made independently are similar in the most important features, that would be a
directionally positive sign.
Study 3 was a pure quantitative evaluation of the resulting map. The very technique seems
based on the assumption that the cognitive relationships modeled in a consumer decision map are
represented by correlational relationships in the survey importance data. In the Whitlarkian
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approach, the map is built using pairwise comparisons (albeit using partial correlations) without
consideration of potential indirect effects. In other words, even if the resulting map represents well
various pairwise correlations, it may not reflect well the overall network structure of the data
looked at as a whole. This was addressed by a fit comparison to various machine learning-based
Bayesian network structures created from the data.
With this overall structure in mind, I will now review the methodology of each step in greater
detail.

Study 1: Comparison to Current Best Practice Qualitative Map
This part of analysis consisted of the following stages, each described hereafter in greater
detail:
1)

Develop a qualitative decision map about the brand choice of fresh-squeezed orange juice
using the standard foundational practices outlined in Reynolds and Gutman (1988),
Grunert, Beckmann, and Sorensen (2001), and Reynolds, Dethloff, and Westberg (2001).

2) Using the nodes from the qualitative map as a basis, build a quantitatively-based consumer
decision map following the guidelines set out in technique’s descriptive paper (Fawcett S.
E., Brau, Rhoads, Whitlark, & Fawcett, 2008), and then,
3) Compare the arc differences graphically and in a table. As some of the arcs are more
important to the joint probability structure, and some might be considered minor, an
additional analysis was done using Kullback-Liebler (KL) Divergence as a basis (Kullback &
Leibler, 1951), to determine how “important” the differences are between the structures,
with the difference results being presented as a percentage of the total sum of KL
Divergences in the reference network.
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Building the Qualitative Map
The building of the qualitative map, and the quantitative map, takes advantage of a project
completed at Merkle Inc. in Columbia, MD during the years 2015-2016. The data associated with
this project was opened to the public domain in 2017. 5
Two researchers trained and experienced in laddering engaged ten consumers who
regularly purchase fresh-squeezed orange juice in an extensive laddering interview (Reynolds &
Gutman, 1988). The interview proceeded along the following agenda:
1.

Introductions and explanation,

2.

Framing the consumer decision and its context (Rowe & Miles, 2004),

3.

Eliciting distinctions between orange juice brands using triatic sorting and rank
ordering (Reynolds, Dethloff, & Westberg, 2001), followed by

4.

Laddering on the prioritized distinctions (Reynolds & Gutman, 1988).

Typically, 2 – 5 ladders came from each interview, extending from the feature level to the values
level. A common conceptual thesaurus was assembled, allowing for appropriate node comparison
between interviews, the interlayer implications were counted, and the major connections pieced
together into a hierarchal value map – in essence, the map manually followed a similar procedure
to that which is automatically done in the frequently used and referenced LadderMap software
(Gengler & Reynolds, 1993).

Building the Quantitative Map
In accordance with the algorithmic flow specified in Fawcett, Brau, Rhoads, Whitlark, and
Fawcett (2008), the qualitative phase ended in the assembly of a hierarchal value map – conceptual
nodes at each of four levels:

5

https://osf.io/ha4jp/
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1)

Product features,

2) Product consequences,
3) Psychosocial consequences, and
4) Human values.
Using a survey format, the purchase choice context was described to participating consumers that
regularly purchase fresh squeezed orange juice. In this case, the person was mentally placed at the
grocery store on a typical shopping trip, and chose amongst the various fresh-squeezed orange
juice brands. Four sections were presented in order, each corresponding to the layers of the
qualitative hierarchal value map, starting with the Product Feature level. Each section contained
the most common concepts captured in that layer during the qualitative research, and participants
were asked how important that concept consideration is in their brand decision making process.
Other sections were in the instrument to support additional research including:
•

Brand Word Associations,

•

Market Share by Brand,

•

Brand Performance at Product Benefit Layer

•

Key Ladder Importance Ranking & Constant Sum

•

Brand Loyalty Measures – 3 Aspects,

•

Binary human value importance choices as a set up to a Bradley-Terry-Luce analysis
(Bradley & Terry, 1952),

•

Personal value performance scores, and

•

Basic demographics.

The full survey text can be reviewed in Appendix A.
The survey was programmed into the Qualtrics platform and invitations were sent out
through LinkedIn, Facebook, and to current US-based Merkle Inc. employees who purchased fresh26

squeezed orange juice to take voluntarily. Employees and social media contacts also sent the
invitation to relatives or friends they knew to buy fresh-squeezed orange juice. The survey
garnered more than 650 responses, of which 451 had sufficient data quality to be usable by the
analysis. 39.5% of the respondents identified with Male and 60.5% identified with Female. The age
breakdown of the respondents, post cleaning, is as follows:
•

11% were in the range 18 to 25,

•

27% were in the range 26 to 34,

•

49% were in the range 35 to 54,

•

9% were in the range 55 to 64, and

•

4% were in the range 65 and above.

The survey ran until the minimum quantities were hit. Any participation by someone less than 18
was blocked.
When the concept importance data was complete, that data was cleaned based on two
criteria. First, if timing checks or behavioral clues (i.e. straightlining) indicate poor cognitive
participation in the survey answers, those answers were eliminated from the evaluation pool.
Additionally, if insufficient data were present from any one participant to facilitate the data
analysis, that entry was also eliminated.
The concept scores from layers 2, 3, and 4 were factor analyzed, and some of the initial
fine-grained concepts collapsed into slightly broader conceptual nodes (“microfactors”) if the
scores and base logic seem to justify such a simplification move. An additional analytical technique
to consider following the creation of microfactors from more than one concept, is the use of
correlation-based dendrograms created using variable clustering (Sokal & Rohlf, 1962) to clarify the
relationships. Although some might consider the information-based approach to dendrogram
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creation to be superior in some respects, I am trying to replicate a specific algorithmic approach to
the map creation that is correlation-based.
Once the microfactors were determined, the partial correlation of each microfactor are
taken into consideration with respect to each microfactor in the layer above it, partialing out the
influence of the other microfactors in the layer above. This is done for layers 2 and 3, and then to
level 1, as laid out in the algorithm.
At this point, tables of partial correlations existed between each of the four layers, and
decisions were made regarding what level rises to ‘significant’ distinction and which significant
connections may be statistical aberrations (Brett, 2004), meaning it fails a test of logical consistency
(Nevo, 1985). The creation of the resulting hierarchal value map proceeded according to known
best practices of working with partial correlation tables, and the guidelines set in the referenced
paper; however, there is an open question around reliability of construction, which is dealt with in
section 2 of Methods.

Comparison of the Qualitative and Quantitative Maps
The clear comparison of a qualitative map to a quantitatively generated one is difficult, as
there is not a common basis of comparison, nor is there a standard of truth to compare against.
Part of the challenge in this situation, as well, is that some differences matter more than others. At
least from the quantitative perspective, some connections have heavy weight from a partial
correlation standpoint, and other connections may have barely made the cut, so to speak. A
difference in a barely surviving connection can easily be perceived as less important than a
connection that is intended to be a main pillar in the resulting map structure.
To deal with this, the situation is addressed from multiple viewpoints. First, the arc
differences are detailed graphically and in a table. An additional analysis was done using KullbackLiebler (KL) Divergence as a basis (Kullback & Leibler, 1951) for determining how “important” the
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differences are between the structures, with each arc difference result presented as a percentage of
the total sum of KL Divergences in the reference network. In this case, the qualitative structure
serves as the reference network and the current standard to which the new approach is then
compared.
To establish the KL Divergences for the arcs in both the qualitative and later the
Whitlarkian maps, the network structures was manually created with the nodes and arcs as
provided or assembled. The microfactor data processed from the survey was associated with each
of the appropriate nodes at that point. Finally, the KL Divergence for each of the respective arcs
were calculated per definition and recorded for comparison, especially as it relates to weighing
network differences.
In using the KL Divergence, it is moving the grounding of the methodology from the
classical correlative view taken by the Whitlarkian algorithm to an information and entropy-based
approach used in the larger situational analysis. There are two main reasons for taking this
alternative approach. First, there are known challenges in using correlation as a measure for data
coming from rating scales (Svensson, 2001). Second, the information-based paradigm takes into
account fully nonlinear relationships (Rossi, Lendasse, François, Wertz, & Verleysen, 2006), so the
unnecessary assumption of linearity need not be made. As an additional point, the informationbased paradigm also inherently handles nominal variables with much greater alacrity, but this
particular characteristic is not utilized in this study.
One of the challenges in comparing differing network structures lies in translating the
calculated differences into interpretable ranges. Fortunately, the structure of the problem fits well
into the statistical paradigm already worked out for group resemblance through intraclass
correlation (ICC) (Bartko, 1966). In ICC, as in this case, what is being considered is the variance
captured between the two networks over the total variance. Variance can be considered a classical
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form of entropy, thus providing a direct analogy to the ratio of the sum of the KL Divergences as
given in the study.
Accordingly, in this situation, Cicchetti (1994) has established the following ranges for both
ICC and kappa inter-rater agreement statistics:
•

.75 - 1.00

Excellent

•

.60 - .74

Good

•

.40 - .59

Fair

•

< .40

Poor.

Other interpretive ranges are sometimes seen (Koo & Li, 2016); however, as Cicchetti’s approach
has become relatively standard in the psychological literature, this approach was used as the
standard approach for this and Study 2 and Study 3.

Study 2: Reliability and Consistency
There is an open question around the reliability of the Whitlarkian technique given its
somewhat flexible instructional set. If different skilled researchers were given the same data and
context, would their maps be similar, or radically different? Once again, as in Study 1, there is also
the complexity of varying importance of connections; however, there is an advantage here. All
approaches are quantitative, and based on the quantitative data, so it is even more clear that a
network analysis coming from the quantitative data is fairer in this evaluation.
Given the data from the survey, and the tables of partial correlations between the
microfactors, four researchers trained in the technique of hierarchal value map construction using
the Whitlarkian approach construct a version of the map. Two researchers have not only have
been trained in the technique, but have been applying it in real world situations over six months of
application experience. The other two researchers were also trained but have very limited practical
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experience. One map is chosen as the reference map, and the analysis proceeds along similar lines
to Study 1. Maps and tables lay out structure differences from the master map, and a KL divergence
study analyzes the importance of the differences as a percentage of the total sum of KL divergences
in the structure. Or, put another way, when the total information contained in the master map is
considered, the question arises on what percentage of that information is preserved in the alternate
Whitlarkian structures.
If maps created independently are not synchronized, that would raise a flag as to the
reliability of the approach. If maps made independently are similar in the most important features,
that would be a directionally positive sign for the constituted algorithm.

Study 3: Whitlarkian’s Network Fit
As noted earlier, the Whitlarkian methodology uses a combination of micro-factor
correlational comparisons held in check by a constant review of logical consistency. Part of the
concern with this piecewise approach is that the resulting structure could be far from the “natural”
network structure dictated by the data when looking at the data set overall. In the past, developing
network structures tended to be more confirmatory, such as path analysis (Wright, 1921) or its
natural evolution - simultaneous equation modeling (Westland, 2015). However, recent
developments have made great strides in machine learning network structures. The following is a
review of some of the current machine learning techniques for building the natural network
structures along with a plan to evaluate the Whitlarkian approach. This evaluation was essentially a
comparison of the final Whitlarkian structure’s fit, the one used as master in the previous analyses,
with a fine-tuned machine learned network structure using the same data.

Unsupervised Learning of Network Structures
A foundational approach to create a network from a data set is to create the Maximum
Weight Spanning Tree (MWST). If you consider a graph G that contains a set of nodes N and all
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possible edges E connecting each node to each other node6, than a spanning tree is any subset of
<N,E> that contains all nodes N, but only enough edges so that each node is connected. From this
it is easy to see that there would naturally be no cycles in a spanning tree.
As a next step, we need to consider “weight”. The weight of an edge E is tied to how
strongly “connected” two nodes are. In other words, how much does information about the state of
one node tell us about the state of the other node? Typically, a measure like mutual information
(Gray, 1990) would be used, represented as follows. The mutual information, I(X,Y) of two random
discrete variables X and Y, with a joint probability distribution Dxy ( x, y ) would be given by:

I ( X , Y )   Pxy ( x, y )log(
x, y

P

xy

y

Pxy ( x, y )

( x, y ) Pxy ( x, y )

)

(5.1)

x

Although mutual information is much more common as a weight, the simultaneity metric
(Sangkavichitr & Chongstitvatana, 2009), KL Divergence (Kullback & Leibler, 1951), or something
related, could also be utilized.
Once the nodes and the weights between each of the nodes are in place, the maximum
weight spanning tree is defined as a spanning tree with the maximum combined weight, which may
or may not be unique. There are various algorithms used to generate the maximum weight
spanning tree including Kruskal’s or Prime’s (Helmi, Pelikan, & Rahmani, 2012). This approach is
not only intuitive, but from an algorithmic standpoint it has the advantage of being only O((n-1) x
log n), or for Prime’s, O(n2), where n is the number of nodes. However, as is also intuitive, the
artificial restraint on the structure is less than satisfying. Because of this, the MWST is often used

6

We recognize here that this is not the classic definition. Typically, you start with a graph G, and
look at subsets of the graph that are a spanning tree. However, in this case, we are evaluating a
network from scratch, and essentially, therefore we take this approach in the definition here.
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as a first iteration, with other techniques used after building and correcting the network structure
from that point.
The next technique is known as EQ, and was introduced by Munteanu and Bendou (2001).
As is typical for this space of algorithms, the time to resolution can easily be exponential based on
the number of nodes involved. EQ has the advantage of searching between equivalence classes,
and not every possible network structure. Often this leads to better results and a significant
reduction in network search times. Because of successful results from Jouffe doing unpublished
simulation experiments, EQ is the preferred methodology used in this study, especially the variant
known as SopLEQ that accounts for forbidden arcs.7
The final technique is known as Taboo (or Tabu), which follows a greedy algorithm during
certain phases of the optimization search. Since greedy algorithms can lead to local instead of
global optimum, the algorithm begins searches of best approaches that do not necessarily improve
the score. The size of the list of non-greedy directions is known as the Taboo List Size, and is
controlled by the operator. Taboo has already been found to be a very useful algorithm in
academic research (Kekolahti & Karikoski, 2013), and is becoming one of the preferred methods of
unsupervised network learning (Conrady & Jouffe, 2015).8
One open question in the network creation by the EQ technique relates to setting the
Structural Coefficient (α). To guide the automated build of the network, there is a natural balance
between network fit and network complexity. The Minimum Description Length (MDL) is a guide
to navigate the network creation. For a network N and dataset D, the MDL is:

7

A custom variant of EQ developed by BayesiaLab (SopLEQ (Jouffe, Nouvelle classe de méthodes
d'apprentissage de réseaux bayésiens, 2002)) has recently been shown under some circumstances to
outperform EQ. The advantage here is that SopLEQ takes into account forbidden arcs, of which
there might be some imposed by the Means-End structure.
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MDL( N , D)   DL( N )  DL( D | N )

(5.2)

which has a balance between the two complexity and fit being determined by α.
In Equation 5.2, DL(N) captures the number of bits necessary to describe the network.
Similarly, DL(D|N) is the amount of information necessary to describe the data, given the network.
Thus, an alpha of zero would mean that network fit is all that matters – whatever the complexity.
The higher the alpha, the more weight to Occam’s simplicity. The analysis starts with a standard
α=1; however, if the network does not provide the degree of connections necessary to compare to
the Whitlarkian requirements, the alpha may need to be loosened until it achieves the necessary
node connectivity.

Validation Method
Sometimes when following an automated network build algorithm like EQ, or in this case,
SopLEQ, hitting local optimums can be an occasional issue. One recognized technique to get
around this problem is to perform data perturbation (Jouffe, 2017). In this added step to the
methodology, the weights in the data set do not remain 1, but take on random values pulled from a
normal distribution with mean 1, and a standard deviation, as yet undetermined, and acceptable
pulls were only accepted between the values 0 and 2. Comparison of the resulting networks help
determine the stability of the final network structure outcome with the stable elements being
retained for analysis.

Analysis Approach
The analysis began with the creation of a validated SopLEQ build of the network,
restricting the build, as necessary, to rules like those required by Means-End. Level 1 elements were
only allowed to connect to Level 2, etc. The allowance of a level’s elements being able to connect
within the level was determined by node correlations. If correlations/mutual information was too
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high within a level, and an unnatural number of connections end up being formed within the level,
stopping intra-layer connections were added as a restriction, even though in the Whitlarkian build,
that is not expressly forbidden, and sometimes does occur. The aim of the restrictions is to just
proxy the Whitlarkian/Means-End rules and typical procedures as closely as possible. This
structure is referred to as the Full Network Master.
Once the Full Network Master was built, the analysis proceeds with a comparison of that
network with the designated Whitlarkian Master used in the previous phase. As before, a visual
and table-driven view of the differences of the structures are presented. Additionally, to get a
better feel for the importance of the differences, once again there is a ratio created of the
information in the shared connections over the full information in the connections of the Full
Network Master. In addition, there is a comparison of network-based fit statistics as outlined
below.

Network-based Fit Statistics
Most techniques in this class calculate the likelihood of the data set at hand being
generated from the contemplated network structure. Three approaches commonly taken in this
category of fit statistics are:
•

Minimum Description Length (MDL)

•

Consistency Mean, and

•

Contingency Table Fit.
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Minimum Description Length. MDL is an implementation of the Occam’s razor concept.
The fundamental idea is that the best model is the one that allows for the optimal compression of
the data, an idea introduced by Jorma Rissanen (1978). For example, if there was a sequence of
10,000 1’s and 0’s, starting with 1 and alternating each time, that data stream could be represented
by the ordered stream itself and occupy 10,000 bits of information. Or, you could write a small
program looping from 1 to 10,000 starting at 1 and creating a 0 if the previous was 1 and vice versa.
The bits required to encode this program would be much less than those required to capture the
full data set, so it would be considered a superior solution.
The approach is quite elegant in many respects as it accounts for the complexity of the
hypothesis (penalizing complexity), and a penalty for prediction error as errors would need to be
accounted for above and beyond the encoding of the hypothesis. Thus, the winner will always be
the simplest approach that best captures the data. Formally, the MDL of a network N and dataset
D can be written:

MDL( N , D)   DL( N )  DL( D | N )

(5.3)

where DL is the description length and the alpha is a flexible parameter known as the structural
coefficient, as discussed previously. So, essentially, assuming alpha is one, the full MDL will just be
the number of bits needed to describe the network plus the number of bits required to describe the
dataset given the network.
Consistency. Consistency is based on a reasonably straightforward concept. For a dataset
of n variables and some length m, you could calculate the log likelihood of each data vector given
the network’s contingency tables vs. the log likelihood the data point occurring based on marginals
alone, and just look at the difference. The mean consistency score provides some indication of how
well the network is performing from a log likelihood perspective compared to some baseline, which
is usually the unconnected network. Formally, this score looks like:
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C (di )  log 2

P(di1 ,..., din )
n

 P(d
j 1

ij

(5.4)

)

where C(di) is the consistency score for data point i, the numerator being the joint probability of
that data point with respect to the evaluated network structure, and the denominator is just the
product of the marginal probabilities. The more positive the mean of the consistencies, the
stronger the signal of a solidly performing network model, under most circumstances. 9
The last metric in this category to be evaluated is the Contingency Table Fit. Although
there are a few approaches to this statistic, the study implements the following:


CTF ( N )  100 



L( IN )  L( N )




(5.5)

L( IN )  L( FCN )

where CTF(N) is the contingency table fit statistic for network N, L-bar(IN) is the mean log
likelihood of the disconnected network (assuming the variables are independent), L-bar(N) is the
mean log likelihood of the proposed network N, and L-bar(FCN) is the log likelihood of the fully
connected network. Clearly this approach does not provide any penalties for complexity, but is
does give a straightforward metric to related gains in fit achieved by different models.
As a rule, these listed fit statistics work quite well, and should provide a basis for network
structure comparisons – at least between the ones generated by the Whitlarkian method and the
ones machine learned from the data directly. Even so, there is reason for caution. These metrics
operate at the peak of their standard performance when all variables are discretized using the same
representation. If the number of states or the discretization boundaries differ between variables,
other approaches need to be taken. Should this be required to optimize the analysis, then looking

9

http://library.bayesia.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=13861068
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at metrics more suitable to supervised learning would be more appropriate, considering each node
in turn as a target node. These metrics could include more familiar metrics like:
2

•

R,

•

Root-mean-square deviation,

•

Overall precision, and

•

LogLoss.

These measures ended up not being required.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS
Study 1: Comparison to the Current Best-Practice Qualitative Map
At Merkle, laddering interviews were accomplished using two interviewers with over two
years of professional laddering experience each, and based on the frequency of connections
between the nodes elicited qualitatively, the following qualitative consumer decision map was
assembled and provided:

Figure 6. Qualitative Consumer Decision Map: Fresh Squeezed Orange Juice
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The structure presents several areas of brand differentiating motivational emphases including the
pleasure associated with good taste, the healthy nature of fresh squeezed juice, the motivation of
parents to provide healthy options to their children, and aspects of good value.

Survey Execution
The elements in the qualitative decision map were incorporated into a survey structured in
accordance to the Whitlarkian design approach (see Appendix A) and executed using Merkle’s
Qualtrics online survey platform. Of the 658 responses received from volunteers around the
United States, 451 had sufficient quality data to be useable in the study. Sample specifics were
discussed in the Method section.

Microfactor Analysis
The analysis begins with the microfactor creation. In the dataset, looking at the product
feature level, I did an exploratory factor analysis with varimax rotation, imposing a 5-factor
structure to more clearly see potential areas of differences in loadings. Our loading table example
is listed in Table 1:
TABLE 1
FACTOR LOADINGS OF THE PRODUCT ATTRIBUTE LAYER

Attribute

Code

No processing
Pure squeezed juice
Prm oranges
Bright citrus taste
Clear container
From Florida
Right texture
Prm brand
Easy container
A good price

ProdA_6
ProdA_5
ProdA_1
ProdA_9
ProdA_10
ProdA_2
ProdA_8
ProdA_3
ProdA_7
ProdA_4

1
0.7106
0.6019
0.3600
0.2090
0.1535
0.1446
0.1004
0.0195
-0.0323
-0.1883

2
-0.0844
-0.1066
-0.0498
-0.0048
-0.0430
0.0417
-0.0221
-0.0210
0.1837
1.0306
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3
0.1214
0.2063
0.6401
0.1552
0.0652
0.5504
0.1128
0.4136
0.1512
-0.0037

4
0.1226
0.1164
0.2257
0.8255
0.1150
0.0406
0.2206
0.1003
-0.0216
-0.0112

5
0.0792
0.1054
0.1363
0.1819
0.4241
0.1683
0.3115
0.4013
0.4249
0.0740

Although the table itself provides the guidance needed to evaluate the relationships between the
elements, following is a correlation-based dendrogram to better visualize where the relationships
could be, with stronger correlations being represented by pair linkages closer to the labels:

Figure 7. Correlation-based dendrogram of the product attribute layer.

Most elements seem to be relatively uncorrelated except for Pure Squeezed Juice and No
Processing, and Premium Oranges and From Florida. Looking at Pure Squeezed Juice first, I note
that in the first loading, we have a difference of almost .11, and so choose to not merge either that or
the Premium Orange pair, being even more distant.
For the product or brand benefit level (the second level), taking the same exploratory
factoring approach given above with varimax rotation and 5 factors we get the following table
(Table 2):
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TABLE 2
FACTOR LOADINGS OF THE PRODUCT BENEFIT LAYER

Benefit

Code

Well-designed
container
Easy to pour
Energizing
Refreshing
Healthy
Pleasurable experience
Good value

ProdB_5
ProdB_4
ProdB_7
ProdB_1
ProdB_2
ProdB_6
ProdB_3

1

2

3

4

5

0.7645
0.7428
0.1587
0.1415
0.1240
0.1232
0.1205

0.1323
0.0770
0.2190
0.4427
0.1367
0.8854
0.0637

0.0746
0.0687
0.1163
0.1523
0.9711
0.0736
0.0191

0.0039
0.1394
0.0162
0.0688
0.0195
0.0376
0.9797

0.1113
0.0979
0.8852
0.3649
0.1441
0.1496
0.0314

To more quickly see where the relationships are, we can again look at a correlation-based
dendrogram of the situation and see the following:

Figure 8

Correlation-based dendrogram of the product benefit layer

The dendrogram points to there being a close relationship between Well Designed Container and
Easy to Pour, which we also see in the factor loadings. These could be combined into a
microfactor; however, since Easy to Pour is a subset and not equivalent to Well Designed
Container, it is kept separate with the idea that it will likely be a lower level intralayer connection
in the final graph.
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For the third layer, often referred to as the Personal Benefit layer or Psychosocial Benefit
layer, I get the following factoring results using the same approach as in the previous layers:
TABLE 3
FACTOR LOADINGS OF THE PERSONAL BENEFIT LAYER

Psychosocial Benefit
Spent money wisely and carefully
Good purchase decision
Feel positive & energized
Confident in the health benefit
Pleasure from a high qual OJ
Giving my family the best

1
0.7988
0.7548
0.1685
0.1549
0.1085
0.1076

Code

PersB_6
PersB_1
PersB_3
PersB_4
PersB_2
PersB_5

2
0.0444
0.0834
0.1570
0.2401
0.1097
0.9498

3
-0.0050
0.1428
0.2105
0.1758
0.9382
0.1111

4
0.0614
0.1054
0.1625
0.9270
0.1617
0.2231

Once again considering the correlational dendrogram, we see:

Figure 9. Correlation-based dendrogram of the personal benefit layer.
Both in the factor loading table (Table 3) and as indicated by the dendrogram, we get a close
relationship between Spending Money Wisely and Good Purchase Decision. Although these could
be collapsed into a microfactor according to the general algorithmic rules, once again I keep them
separate, operating on the assumption for the time being, that Spending Money Wisely is not the
only element flowing into the larger concept of Good Purchase Decision (see Discussion: Study 1 for
an in-depth discussion).
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5
0.0934
0.0874
0.9312
0.1669
0.1987
0.1507

For the fourth layer, often referred to as the Values Layer, I get the following factor
loadings after a varimax rotation:
TABLE 4
FACTOR LOADINGS OF THE VALUES LAYER

Values
Good use of resources
Work hard toward goals
Take care of your loved ones
Fully Enjoy & live life
Live a long & healthy life

Code

PersV_5
PersV_3
PersV_2
PersV_1
PersV_4

1
0.9587
0.2152
0.1708
0.1511
0.1505

2
0.1493
0.2594
0.9082
0.1774
0.2910

3
0.1288
0.2837
0.1718
0.8923
0.3153

4
0.1671
0.8661
0.2308
0.2627
0.2408

5
0.1191
0.2362
0.2513
0.2838
0.8575

The dendrogram for these data is as follows:

Figure 10. Correlation-based dendrogram of the values layer.
Although there are potential similarities in Working Hard Toward Goals and Fully Enjoying &
Living Life, and Living a Long & Healthy Life and Taking Case of Your Loved Ones, both of these
potential pairings are rejected by a combination of difference in the second factor loading and
logical consistency.

Partial Correlation Analysis
With the microfactors in place, it is now possible to look for linkages between the
microfactors, both within levels and between levels. Within levels, correlation tables serve as the
main guide of relationships between microfactors. When going between layers, partial correlations
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will be used, with the correlation being a pairwise analysis partialing out the influence of the nodes
in the upper layer. For ease of visualization, colors are added to the tables. For all the correlation
and partial correlation tables, the deeper the blue, the stronger the correlation, and the deeper the
red, the weaker the correlation.
An intralayer correlational analysis of the first layer is as follows (Table 5):

TABLE 5
TABLE OF THE INTRALAYER CORRELATIONS OF THE PRODUCT ATTRIBUTE LAYER

Label
Made from
Premium
Oranges
Oranges
Grown in
Fla
Premium
Brand
A good
price
Pure
squeezed
juice
No
processing
or
additives
Easy-touse
container
Right
texture
Bright
citrus taste
Clear
container

Variable

Made
from
Premium
Oranges

ProdA_1

Oranges
Grown
in Fla

Premiu
m
Brand

A
Good
Price

Pure
Squeezed
Juice

No
processing
or
additives

Easy-touse
container

Right
texture

Bright
citrus
taste

Clear
conta
iner

0.43**

0.34**

-0.10*

0.42**

0.36**

0.13**

0.20**

0.39**

0.18**

0.31**

0.03

0.19**

0.20**

0.15**

0.11*

0.18**

0.13**

0.01

0.17**

0.09*

0.23**

0.21**

0.22**

0.22**

-0.20**

-0.20**

0.22**

-0.02

-0.03

-0.05

0.49**

0.03

0.15**

0.27**

0.18**

0.00

0.12**

0.28**

0.17**

0.15**

0.06

0.18**

0.27**

0.18**

ProdA_2

0.43**

ProdA_3

0.34**

0.31**

ProdA_4

-0.10*

0.03

0.01

ProdA_5

0.42**

0.19**

0.17**

-0.20**

ProdA_6

0.36**

0.20**

0.09*

-0.20**

0.49**

ProdA_7

0.13**

0.15**

0.23**

0.22**

0.03

0.00

ProdA_8

0.20**

0.11*

0.21**

-0.02

0.15**

0.12**

0.15**

ProdA_9

0.39**

0.18**

0.22**

-0.03

0.27**

0.28**

0.06

0.27**

ProdA_10

0.18**

0.13**

0.22**

-0.05

0.18**

0.17**

0.18**

0.18**

0.22**
0.22**

Notes: * = p < 0.05; ** = p < .01

A partial correlation analysis between the first and second layers provides the following (Table 6):
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TABLE 6
TABLE OF THE INTERLAYER PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE PRODUCT ATTRIBUTE
AND PRODUCT BENEFIT LAYERS

Easy to
pour

Well
dsgnd
container

Pleasurable
experience

Energizing

Refreshing

Healthy

Good
value

0.15**

0.20**

-0.12**

-0.03

0.11*

0.00

0.00

0.01

0.05

-0.04

-0.01

0.07

-0.09*

0.15**

Premium Brand

0.09*

0.01

-0.10*

0.03

0.21**

-0.04

0.05

A Good Price
Pure Squeezed
Juice
No Processing Or
Additives
Easy-To-Use
Container

-0.02

-0.09*

0.71**

0.06

0.01

-0.07

0.01

0.03

0.31**

-0.16**

-0.05

0.05

0.09

-0.02

0.00

0.43**

-0.19**

-0.04

0.06

0.05

-0.03

0.06

-0.04

0.07

0.49**

0.21**

-0.05

0.03

Right Texture

0.11*

0.05

0.00

0.06

0.04

0.12**

-0.08

Bright Citrus Taste

0.13**

0.04

-0.03

-0.02

0.05

0.11*

0.07

0.02

-0.03

-0.07

-0.09*

0.30**

0.08

0.06

Variable
Made From
Premium Oranges
Oranges Grown In
Fla

Clear Container

Notes: * = p < 0.05; ** = p < .01

An intralayer correlational analysis of the second layer is as follows (Table 7):
TABLE 7
TABLE OF THE INTRALAYER CORRELATIONS OF THE PRODUCT BENEFIT LAYER

Refreshing

Healthy

Good
value

Easy
to
pour

Well
dsgnd
container

Pleasurable
experience

Energizing

0.28**

0.13**

0.20**

0.21**

0.47**

0.46**

0.07

0.18**

0.20**

0.23**

0.29**

0.24**

0.11*

0.12**

0.08

0.60**

0.18**

0.23**

0.23**

0.26**

Label

Variable

Refreshing

ProdB_1

Healthy

ProdB_2

0.28**

Good Value
Easy to
Pour
Well
Designed
Container
Pleasurable
Experience

ProdB_3

0.13**

0.07

ProdB_4

0.20**

0.18**

0.24**

ProdB_5

0.21**

0.20**

0.11*

0.60**

ProdB_6

0.47**

0.23**

0.12**

0.18**

0.23**

Energizing

ProdB_7

0.46**

0.29**

0.08

0.23**

0.26**

0.36**
0.36**

Notes: * = p < 0.05; ** = p < .01

A partial correlation analysis between the second and third layers provides the following (Table 8):
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TABLE 8
TABLE OF THE INTERLAYER PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE PRODUCT BENEFIT
AND PERSONAL BENEFIT LAYERS

Label
Refreshing
Healthy
Good value

Good
Purchase
Decision

Pleasure
From a
High
Quality OJ

Feel
Positive &
Energized

Confident
In The
Health
Benefit

Giving
My
Family
The Best

Spent $
Wisely And
Carefully

0.14**

0.23**

0.26**

0.03

-0.01

0.03

0.04

-0.03

0.00

0.47**

0.24**

0.02

0.15**

-0.11*

-0.03

-0.10*

-0.11*

0.46**

0.02

-0.02

0.08

-0.11*

0.18**

0.11*

Easy to pour
Well Designed
Container
Pleasurable
Experience

0.01

0.06

0.08

-0.01

0.11*

0.10*

0.09*

0.22**

0.20**

-0.01

-0.04

0.06

Energizing

-0.01

0.07

0.46**

0.01

0.06

0.06

Notes: * = p < 0.05; ** = p < .01

An intralayer correlational analysis of the third layer is as follows (Table 9):
TABLE 9
TABLE OF THE INTRALAYER CORRELATIONS OF THE PERSONAL BENEFIT LAYER

Label
Good
Purchase
Decision
Pleasure From
A High Quality
Oj
Feel Positive &
Energized
Confident In
The Health
Benefit
Giving My
Family The
Best
Spent $ Wisely
And Carefully

Variable

Good
Purchase
Decision

PersB_1

Pleasure
From a
High
Quality
Oj
0.25**

Feel
Positive &
Energized

Confident
In The
Health
Benefit

Giving
My
Family
The
Best

Spent $
Wisely
And
Carefully

0.26**

0.28**

0.21**

0.62**

0.45**

0.39**

0.28**

0.12**

0.41**

0.37**

0.24**

0.49**

0.21**

PersB_2

0.25**

PersB_3

0.26**

0.45**

PersB_4

0.28**

0.39**

0.41**

PersB_5

0.21**

0.28**

0.37**

0.49**

PersB_6

0.62**

0.12**

0.24**

0.21**

Notes: * = p < 0.05; ** = p < .01
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0.16**
0.16**

A partial correlation analysis between the third and fourth layers provides the following (Table 10):
TABLE 10
TABLE OF THE INTERLAYER PARTIAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE PERSONAL BENEFIT
AND VALUES LAYERS
Enjoy &
Live Life
To Its
Fullest

Take Care
Of Your
Loved
Ones

Work Hard
Toward
Goals

Live A
Long &
Healthy
Life

Make Good
Use Of
Resources

-0.03

0.03

0.07

0.01

0.31**

0.15**

-0.03

0.04

0.13**

-0.06

Feel Positive & Energized
Confident In The Health
Benefit

0.14**

-0.02

0.04

0.20**

0.00

-0.03

0.13**

0.04

0.28**

-0.03

Giving My Family The Best

0.00

0.48**

-0.02

0.03

-0.06

Spent $ Wisely And Carefully

-0.05

0.00

-0.01

0.00

0.49**

Label
Good Purchase Decision
Pleasure From A High Quality
OJ

Notes: * = p < 0.05; ** = p < .01

An intralayer correlational analysis of the fourth layer is as follows (Table 11):
TABLE 11
TABLE OF THE INTRALAYER CORRELATIONS OF THE VALUES LAYER

Label
Enjoy & Live Life To Its
Fullest
Take Care Of Your
Loved Ones
Work Hard Toward
Goals
Live A Long & Healthy
Life
Make Good Use Of
Resources

Variable

Enjoy &
Live Life
To Its
Fullest

PersV_1

Take
Care Of
Your
Loved
Ones

Work
Hard
Toward
Goals

Live A
Long &
Healthy
Life

Make Good
Use Of
Resources

0.47**

0.63**

0.66**

0.37**

0.58**

0.62**

0.39**

0.61**

0.46**

PersV_2

0.47**

PersV_3

0.63**

0.58**

PersV_4

0.66**

0.62**

0.61**

PersV_5

0.37**

0.39**

0.46**

Notes: * = p < 0.05; ** = p < .01
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0.37**
0.37**

Building the Whitlarkian Base Map
Now that the microfactors are set, and the correlations and partial correlation tables in
place, it is now possible to assemble the Whitlarkian map using the correlations as a guide, and
balancing those results with logical consistency, sometimes referred to as face validity in algorithm
descriptions. Since intralayer and extralayer correlations are allowed, both are considered in the
map building. This map, then, serves as the basis map for the remainder of this analysis, even
though it will be compared later to other maps also assembled by other researchers following the
Whitlarkian algorithm. The final map is as follows:

Figure 11. The Whitlarkian Base or Master consumer decision map.

Comparison of the Qualitative and Quantitative Maps
Inputting the network structure of the qualitative map and the structure of the base
quantitative map developed above into BayesiaLab 7.0, the following structural differences are
manifest (Figure 12). It is important to keep in mind that all comparisons are relative to the
qualitative map:
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Figure 12. Graphical comparison of the qualitative CDM and base Whitlarkian CDM
For the above figure and for all comparison maps in these studies:
•

Black edges exist in the base map and the comparison map;

•

Red edges are in the base network, but not the comparison map;

•

Blue edges are in the comparison map, but not in the base map.

V-structures are dealt with in the same color scheme, but are displayed as angle marks.
The following table lists out the specific differences between the two networks (Table 12):
TABLE 12
STRUCTURE COMPARISON REPORT OF THE STRUCTURE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
QUALITATIVE CDM AND THE BASE WHITLARKIAN MAP

Structure Comparison Report
Reference Network: Qualitative Map - OJ
Comparison Network: Whitlarkian Master
Common Arcs
Florida Oranges

Premium Oranges
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TABLE 12 (continued)
Common Arcs
Not Processed

Pure Squeezed Juice

Bright Citrus Taste

Refreshing

Good Price

Good Value

Clear Container

Well Designed Container

Right Texture

Pleasurable Experience

Spent $ Wisely & Well

Good Purchase Decision

Good Value

Good Purchase Decision

Pleasurable Experience

Pleasure From High Qual OJ

Refreshing

Feel Positive & Energized

Energizing

Feel Positive & Energized

Healthy

Confident in Health Benefit

Healthy

Giving My Family the Best

Well Designed Container

Giving My Family the Best

Well Designed Container

Spent $ Wisely & Well

Pleasure From High Qual OJ

Fully Enjoy & Live Life

Feel Positive & Energized

Fully Enjoy & Live Life

Giving My Family the Best

Taking Care of Loved Ones

Confident in Health Benefit

Living Long Healthy Life

Good Purchase Decision

Good Use of Resources

Inverted Arcs
Easy to Use Container

Easy to Pour

Added Arcs
Energizing

Refreshing

Premium Oranges

Healthy

Pure Squeezed Juice

Healthy

Premium Brand

Well Designed Container

Easy to Pour

Well Designed Container

Refreshing

Pleasurable Experience

Florida Oranges

Energizing

Good Value

Spent $ Wisely & Well

Good Purchase Decision

Work Hard Toward Goals

Feel Positive & Energized

Living Long Healthy Life

Spent $ Wisely & Well

Good Use of Resources

Removed Arcs
Premium Brand

Pure Squeezed Juice

Pure Squeezed Juice

Right Texture

Florida Oranges

Right Texture
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TABLE 12 (continued)
Removed Arcs
Pure Squeezed Juice

Bright Citrus Taste

Right Texture

Healthy

Easy to Use Container

Well Designed Container

Premium Oranges

Pleasurable Experience

Bright Citrus Taste

Pleasurable Experience

Bright Citrus Taste

Energizing

Feel Positive & Energized

Work Hard Toward Goals

Common V-Structures
Healthy

Giving My Family the Best

Well Designed Container

Feel Positive & Energized

Fully Enjoy & Live Life

Pleasure From High Qual OJ

Bright Citrus Taste

Refreshing

Energizing

Premium Oranges

Healthy

Pure Squeezed Juice

Premium Brand

Well Designed Container

Clear Container

Premium Brand

Well Designed Container

Easy to Pour

Clear Container

Well Designed Container

Easy to Pour

Right Texture

Pleasurable Experience

Refreshing

Well Designed Container

Spent $ Wisely & Well

Good Value

Confident in Health Benefit

Living Long Healthy Life

Feel Positive & Energized

Not Processed

Pure Squeezed Juice

Premium Brand

Pure Squeezed Juice

Right Texture

Florida Oranges

Clear Container

Well Designed Container

Easy to Use Container

Right Texture

Pleasurable Experience

Premium Oranges

Right Texture

Pleasurable Experience

Bright Citrus Taste

Premium Oranges

Pleasurable Experience

Bright Citrus Taste

Spent $ Wisely & Well

Good Purchase Decision

Good Value

Energizing

Feel Positive & Energized

Refreshing

Added V-Structures

Removed V-Structures

Kullback-Liebler Analysis
Using the microfactor data from the survey as a basis, a Kullback-Liebler (KL) Divergence
analysis was completed. In this analysis the strength of the relationship between two microfactors
was calculated by looking at the KL divergence between two nodes in the map (comparing with and
without the respective arc). The analysis was done on the qualitative map and the results can be
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seen in Figure 13. On each label, in black is the raw KL divergence of that arc, and in blue is the
percent of the total sum of KL divergences that arc represents:

Figure 13. KL Divergences of the qualitative map.
To get an approximation of the importance of structural differences listed in Table 12, I
sum the KL divergences associated with arcs in common with the Whitlarkian base map given in
Figure 11, and then divide by the sum of all the qualitative map’s KL Divergences. In this analysis,
that final ratio is 75%, putting the similarity on the low side of the Excellent range.

Study 2: Reliability and Consistency
This study is an analysis of the Whitlarkian algorithm’s ability to produce consistent maps
between researchers − a view akin to interrater agreement analysis. Four researchers, labeled A1,
A2, B1, and B2, were engaged to produce the maps, each with experience in the technique as
follows:
•

A1 – 8 years’ practical experience post-training;
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•

A2 – 1.5 years’ practical experience post-training;

•

B1 – Less than 1-month experience post-training; and

•

B2 – Less than 1-month of experience post training.

Each researcher was given the same set of microfactors and correlation/partial correlation tables as
presented in Study 1. Each researcher then built their best consumer decision map from the data
given without communicating in any way with anyone else about the task, including those involved
in the exercise. A1’s map was used as the base Whitlarkian map for comparison, and this map was
already presented in Figure 11 in Study 1 as the base Whitlarkian map there was well.

Comparison of Base Map to A2
A2 developed the following map structure:

Figure 14. OJ Consumer Decision Map for A2
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The following table lists the differences between the A1 base table and the A2 table, with the
translation of the nodes’ codes being the same as given in the partial correlation tables:
TABLE 13
NETWORK COMPARISON REPORT OF THE STRUCTURE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE A1 WHITLARKIAN MAP AND THE A2 WHITLARKIAN MAP

Network Comparison Report
Reference Network: A1 – Whitlarkian Base
Comparison Network: A2
Common Arcs
ProdA_2

ProdA_1

ProdA_6

ProdA_5

ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdA_5

ProdB_2

ProdA_4

ProdB_3

ProdA_7

ProdB_4

ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdB_1

ProdB_6

ProdB_3

PersB_1

ProdB_6

PersB_2

ProdB_2

PersB_4

ProdB_5

PersB_5

ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_3

PersB_6

PersB_2

PersV_1

PersB_3

PersV_1

PersB_5

PersV_2

PersB_1

PersV_3

PersB_3

PersV_4

PersB_4

PersV_4

PersB_6

PersV_5

PersB_1

PersV_5
Added Arcs

ProdA_3

ProdA_7

ProdA_1

ProdA_8

ProdA_5

ProdA_9

ProdA_1

ProdA_9

ProdA_8

ProdB_1
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TABLE 13 (continued)
Added Arcs
ProdA_7

ProdB_5

ProdB_7

ProdB_6

ProdA_1

ProdB_7

ProdB_6

PersB_1

ProdB_6

PersB_3

ProdB_4

PersB_5

PersB_4

PersV_2
Removed Arcs

ProdA_8

ProdB_6

ProdB_7

ProdB_1

ProdA_2

ProdB_7

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdB_4

ProdB_5

ProdB_1

PersB_3

ProdB_7

PersB_3

ProdB_5

PersB_6

PersB_6

PersB_1

Common V-Structures
ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_5

PersB_2

PersV_1

PersB_3

PersB_4

PersV_4

PersB_3

Added V-Structures
ProdA_5

ProdA_9

ProdA_1

ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdA_8

ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdA_7

ProdB_1

ProdB_6

ProdB_7

ProdB_6

PersB_1

ProdB_3

ProdB_5

PersB_5

ProdB_4

ProdB_4

PersB_5

ProdB_2

PersB_4

PersV_2

PersB_5

PersB_6

PersV_5

PersB_1

Removed V-Structures
ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdB_7

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_5

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdA_10

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdB_4
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TABLE 13 (continued)
Removed V-Structures
ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdB_4

ProdA_8

ProdB_6

ProdB_1

ProdB_5

PersB_6

ProdB_3

In graphical terms, the differences are as follows:

Figure 15. Graphical comparison of the A1 Whitlarkian map and the A2 Whitlarkian map.
For Figure 15, and for all comparison maps in this study, we have the following:
•

Black edges exist in the base map and the comparison map;

•

Red edges are in the base network, but not the comparison map;

•

Blue edges are in the comparison map, but not in the base map.

Using the A1 map again as the base, and looking at the ratio of the sum of KL divergences
of common arcs over the sum total of all the arcs, I get 73.14% in weighted overlap, showing a high
Good similarity rating.
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Comparison of Base Map to B1
B1 developed the following map structure:

Figure 16. OJ Consumer Decision Map for B1.

The following table lists out the differences between the A1 base table and the B1 table, with the
translation of the nodes’ codes being the same as given in the partial correlation tables:
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TABLE 14
STRUCTURE COMPARISON REPORT OF THE STRUCTURE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE A1 WHITLARKIAN MAP AND THE B1 WHITLARKIAN MAP

Structure Comparison Report
Reference Network: A1 Whitlarkian Base
Comparison Network: B1
Common Arcs
ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdA_5

ProdB_2

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_4

ProdB_3

ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdA_8

ProdB_6

ProdA_2

ProdB_7

PersB_6

PersB_1

ProdB_1

PersB_3

ProdB_7

PersB_3

ProdB_2

PersB_4

ProdB_3

PersB_6

PersB_2

PersV_1

PersB_5

PersV_2

PersB_3

PersV_4

PersB_4

PersV_4

PersB_1

PersV_5

Inverted Arcs
ProdB_5

ProdB_4

Added Arcs
ProdA_6

ProdB_2

ProdA_7

ProdB_5

ProdB_1

PersB_2

ProdB_6

PersB_3

PersB_4

PersB_5

ProdB_4

PersB_5
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TABLE 14 (continued)
Removed Arcs
ProdA_2

ProdA_1

ProdA_6

ProdA_5

ProdB_7

ProdB_1

ProdA_7

ProdB_4

ProdB_1

ProdB_6

ProdB_3

PersB_1

ProdB_6

PersB_2

ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_5

PersB_5

ProdB_5

PersB_6

PersB_3

PersV_1

PersB_1

PersV_3

PersB_6

PersV_5

Common V-Structures
ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_5

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdA_10

PersB_4

PersV_4

PersB_3

ProdA_6

ProdB_2

ProdA_5

ProdA_6

ProdB_2

ProdA_1

ProdA_7

ProdB_5

ProdA_10

ProdA_7

ProdB_5

ProdA_3

ProdB_1

PersB_3

ProdB_6

ProdB_1

PersB_3

ProdB_7

ProdB_6

PersB_3

ProdB_7

PersB_4

PersB_5

ProdB_4

Added V-Structures

Removed V-Structures
ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdB_7

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdB_4

ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdB_4

ProdA_8

ProdB_6

ProdB_1

ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_5

ProdB_5

PersB_6

ProdB_3

PersB_2

PersV_1

PersB_3
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In graphical terms, the differences are as follows:

Figure 17. Graph of comparison between A1 and B1 networks.
For Figure 17, and for all comparison maps in this study, we have the following:
•

Black edges exist in the base map and the comparison map;

•

Red edges are in the base network, but not the comparison map;

•

Blue edges are in the comparison map, but not in the base map.

Using the A1 map again as the base, and looking at the ratio of the sum of KL divergences
of common arcs over the sum of all the arcs, I get 56.46% in weighted overlap, which would give us
a Fair comparison rating.

Comparison of Base Map to B2
B2 developed the following map structure:
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Figure 18. OJ Consumer Decision Map for B2
The following table lists out the differences between the A1 base table and the B2 table, with the
translation of the nodes’ codes being the same as given in the partial correlation tables:
TABLE 15
STRUCTURE COMPARISON REPORT OF THE STRUCTURE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE A1 WHITLARKIAN MAP AND THE B2 WHITLARKIAN MAP
Structure Comparison Report
Reference Network: A1 Whitlarkian Base
Comparison Network: B2
Common Arcs
ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_5

ProdB_2

ProdA_4

ProdB_3

ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdB_1

ProdB_6

ProdA_2

ProdB_7

ProdB_3

PersB_1

ProdB_6

PersB_2

ProdB_2

PersB_4
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TABLE 15 (continued)
Common Arcs
ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_3

PersB_6

PersB_3

PersV_1

PersB_2

PersV_1

PersB_5

PersV_2

PersB_1

PersV_3

PersB_4

PersV_4

PersB_3

PersV_4

PersB_6

PersV_5

PersB_1

PersV_5

Inverted Arcs
ProdB_5

ProdB_4

Added Arcs
ProdA_8

ProdB_1

ProdA_1

ProdB_1

ProdA_6

ProdB_2

ProdA_7

ProdB_5

ProdB_7

ProdB_6

ProdB_6

PersB_3

ProdB_4

PersB_5

PersB_4

PersV_2

Removed Arcs
ProdA_2

ProdA_1

ProdA_6

ProdA_5

ProdB_7

ProdB_1

ProdA_7

ProdB_4

ProdA_8

ProdB_6

PersB_6

PersB_1

ProdB_1

PersB_3

ProdB_7

PersB_3

ProdB_5

PersB_5

ProdB_5

PersB_6

Common V-Structures
ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_5

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdA_10

PersB_2

PersV_1

PersB_3

PersB_4

PersV_4

PersB_3
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TABLE 15 (continued)
Added V-Structures
ProdA_8

ProdB_1

ProdA_9

ProdA_8

ProdB_1

ProdA_1

ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdA_1

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_6

ProdA_6

ProdB_2

ProdA_5

ProdA_7

ProdB_5

ProdA_10

ProdA_7

ProdB_5

ProdA_3

ProdB_7

ProdB_6

ProdB_1

ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_4

PersB_5

PersV_2

PersB_4

PersB_6

PersV_5

PersB_1

Removed V-Structures
ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdB_7

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdB_4

ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdB_4

ProdA_8

ProdB_6

ProdB_1

ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_5

ProdB_5

PersB_6

ProdB_3

In graphical terms, the differences are as follows:

Figure 19. Graphical comparison of the A1 Whitlarkian map and the B2 Whitlarkian map
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For Figure 19, we have the following:
•

Black edges exist in the base map and the comparison map;

•

Red edges are in the base network, but not the comparison map;

•

Blue edges are in the comparison map, but not in the base map.

Using the A1 map again as the base, and looking at the ratio of the sum of KL divergences
of common arcs over the sum of all the arcs, I get 61.64% in weighted overlap, putting the similarity
between the networks in the Good range.
In summary, the three maps from A2, B1, and B2 were all compared to the Base
Whitlarkian Map with the weighted overlaps being rated at a high Good, a high Fair, and a lower
Good respectively. In general, the four independent constructions seem to show a substantive
degree of structural homomorphy, in line with what would be desired for practical application.

Study 3: Whitlarkian’s Network Fit
This study is focusing on the network fit of the Whitlarkian map. The first step involves
the creation of a map using an unsupervised learning algorithm. In this case, SopLEQ is used,
which is just a variant on the more common EQ method. Initial maps using the standard structural
coefficient of 1 were too sparse, so through trial and error, the coefficient was eventually set to .2,
which provided the right mix of comprehensiveness without complexity, meaning, that the nodes
are generally connected, and the average connections per node is similar to a typical Whitlarkian
structure. As the intralayer correlations tend to be much stronger than interlayer correlations, the
algorithm struggled with too many intralayer connections and too few interlayer connections. To
avoid this difficulty, restrictions were put on the unsupervised model build allowing only
connections to the layers above or beneath. The resulting optimization routine came up with the
following network structure, which will be referred to the Machine Learned Map – a close
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approximation of a Whitlarkian structure excepting two orphan nodes:

Figure 20. Machine learned consumer decision map.
In order to ensure that the search algorithm (in this case SopLEQ) has not arrived at a local MDL
minimum, and also to ensure that the results can be considered relatively independent of the
search algorithm, a data perturbation test was performed. In this test, completed a total of 20
times, the underlying data is perturbed by elements pulled from a Gaussian N(0.,05) distribution,
and once perturbed, the network is searched again using the Taboo algorithm to find the optimal
structure. In this test, the same structure was settled on each time, showing not only relative
algorithmic independence, but also stability in the face of potential error in measurement.
Comparing the Machine Learned Map to the Base Whitlarkian Map, we see the following
differences:
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Figure 21. Graphical comparison of Machine Learned Map with Base Whitlarkian Map.

For Figure 21, we have the following:
•

Black edges exist in the base map and the comparison map;

•

Red edges are in the base network, but not the comparison map;

•

Blue edges are in the comparison map, but not in the base map.

The exact differences in table format are as follows:
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TABLE 16
STRUCTURE COMPARISON REPORT OF THE STRUCTURE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE BASE WHITLARKIAN MAP AND THE MACHINE LEARNED MAP
Structure Comparison Report
Reference Network: Machine Learned Network
Comparison Network: Base Whitlarkian Map
Common Arcs
ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_5

ProdB_2

ProdA_4

ProdB_3

ProdA_7

ProdB_4

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdA_2

ProdB_7

ProdB_6

PersB_2

ProdB_1

PersB_3

ProdB_7

PersB_3

ProdB_2

PersB_4

ProdB_5

PersB_6

ProdB_3

PersB_6

PersB_2

PersV_1

PersB_3

PersV_1

PersB_5

PersV_2

PersB_4

PersV_4

PersB_6

PersV_5

PersB_1

PersV_5

Added Arcs
ProdA_2

ProdA_1

ProdA_6

ProdA_5

ProdB_7

ProdB_1

ProdB_4

ProdB_5

ProdA_8

ProdB_6

ProdB_1

ProdB_6

PersB_6

PersB_1

ProdB_3

PersB_1
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TABLE 16 (continued)

Added Arcs
ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_5

PersB_5

PersB_1

PersV_3

PersB_3

PersV_4

Removed Arcs
ProdB_1

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_6

ProdB_1

ProdA_8

PersB_6

ProdB_4

PersB_5

ProdB_6

PersV_5

PersB_3

Added V-Structures
ProdA_9

ProdB_1

ProdB_7

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

ProdA_5

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdA_10

ProdA_3

ProdB_5

ProdB_4

ProdA_10

ProdB_5

ProdB_4

ProdA_8

ProdB_6

ProdB_1

ProdB_2

PersB_5

ProdB_5

ProdB_5

PersB_6

ProdB_3

PersB_2

PersV_1

PersB_3

PersB_4

PersV_4

PersB_3

ProdB_1

ProdA_1

ProdB_2

PersB_2

ProdB_6

PersB_5

PersV_1

PersB_3

PersV_5

Removed V-Structures

To do a weighted analysis of similarity, the KL divergences of each arc need to be
calculated. The following map displays the arcs with their respective KL divergences (in black) and
the percent of the total arc force represented by that one edge (in blue).
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Figure 22. KL Divergences in the Arcs of the Machine Learned Map.
Looking at sum of the KL divergences of the common arcs between the Machine Learned Map and
the Base Whitlarkian map, over the total sum of KL divergences in the Machine Learned Map, I get
81.22%. The comparative network fit statistics are as follows:
TABLE 17
NETWORK PERFORMANCE STATISTICS COMPARING THE MACHINE LEARNED MAP TO THE
BASE WHITLARKIAN MAP

Minimum
Description Length
(alpha = .2)
Consistency Mean
(Information Gain)
Contingency Table
Fit

Machine Learned
Network
119,480

Base Whitlarkian
Map
121,346

6.039

7.94

12.39%

16.42%
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION
The discussion covers each of the studies in turn including:
1.

Study 1: Comparison to the Current Best-Practice Qualitative Map

2.

Study 2: Reliability and Consistency

3.

Study 3: Whitlarkian’s Network Fit

Study 1: Comparison to the Current Best-Practice Qualitative Map
The initial qualitative map from Merkle was focused on the brand choice of adult
consumers in the United States with respect to fresh squeezed orange juice. The main chains of
that map could be thought of as dividing into main thematic areas including pleasurable good
taste, energizing, healthy, good packaging, and good value. The nodes discovered during that
quantitative process were then transferred by the Merkle team to a survey format and made
available to 650 adult US consumer volunteers, each of whom claimed a regular practice of buying
fresh squeezed orange juice.
The initial laddering process used followed the guidelines set in the foundational Reynolds
and Gutman paper including carefully selecting consumers to interview based on familiarity with
and recency of participating in the fresh-squeezed orange juice brand decision. Distinctions were
elicited and laddered on, resulting in a classically formed qualitative map. Although the current
gold standard in the field, there are natural concerns around technique dependency. As a standard
approach to get around this concern, Merkle used a pair of researchers instead of relying on a
single researcher’s approach. An additional weakness of laddering lies in the difficulty of the
question set for some consumers. To help alleviate this challenge, Reynolds, Dethloff, and
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Westburg (2001) lay out thirteen years of accumulated wisdom in navigating those and similar
challenges, which advice was integrated into the Merkle laddering approach.
Although the survey was done voluntarily, with no remuneration and with no forced
questions, only a little over two thirds of the respondents completed the survey with good data.
The demographic mix was tilted toward middle-aged females, but that is not only typical of the US
survey-taking population, but also a slant typical of grocery buyers. Although the survey was
designed for broader marketing use, that fact did not seem to impede the Whitlarkian data being
gathered along with the other elements.
With the initial qualitative laddering work in place, the Merkle team10 transferred the
discovered conceptual nodes into the survey design in accordance with the requirements of the
Whitlarkian algorithm and gathered the data, then made that data available to the general public
for research purposes. Although over 650 respondents originally took the survey, missing and bad
data reduced the usable amount to 451.
Often in qualitative research related to CDMs, concepts appear in the research that seem
like they may or may not represent the same underlying cognitive concept –the same idea which
had been presented in many ways. To consolidate these concepts to the extent they can be
condensed, the Whitlarkian algorithm calls for the creation of what is being termed in this research
‘microfactors’. Accordingly, each layer of nodes from the survey were put into a confirmatory
factor analysis with three, four, and five factors, respectively. The purpose here is to find concepts
that seem to have similar patterns of factor loading, and if the combination of similar factor loading
patterns and validity on its face justify it, the concepts are then combined under one name with the
data being the average of the data combined. To then increase the sensitivity of the analysis, this

10

The Merkle team included the myself, along with Jennifer Perry, Alex Tenaglio, and other
members of Merkle’s Maven group
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research is presenting only the five-factor exploratory analysis and its results. The final loading
numbers were reached through Varimax rotation.
Although not called for in the Whitlarkian algorithm, a helpful additional step is to create
correlation-based dendrograms that highlight clearly which nodes are showing a close relationship
in the data. Sometimes in the pure Whitlarkian approach, it can be a bit slow and tedious to go
through the five columns of data and pick apart loading patterns. Sorting by column can be useful
in this exercise, and should be done anyway, but that exercise supplemented by the dendrogram
allows for a much quicker inspection of the factor loadings. Accordingly, even though not called on
in the algorithm, the dendrograms are also included in the results.
The Whitlarkian algorithm provides for a number of places of potential flexibility starting
with the translation of qualitative results to the survey, and moves to exactly how the results are
translated into microfactors. Some of these choices could impact the resulting CDM structure
significantly. Accordingly, there tends to be a reluctance to combine concepts early in the process
because if, either relationship- and/or position-wise, they are acting in very similar ways they could
always be combined later during map assembly. Also, much like chess and other such situations,
because of this relationship between early decisions and future implications there is inevitably an
impact of expertise in how these decisions tend to be made. This relationship to expertise will
come up in Study 2.
In the first layer, which tends to be kept separate anyway as an advised direction in the
algorithm, I have two sets of concepts that could potentially be combined. Consumers seem to
connect the concepts of Premium Oranges and Oranges from Florida – a testimony to the
effectiveness of the Florida oranges ad campaigns that have been airing for many years now. They
also connected Pure Squeezed Juice and No Processing – understandably. As the difference in the
first loading was .11 for the Premium and Florida oranges pair, the decision is made to keep those
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concepts separate. As the next pair were even more distant in the loadings, both pairs are kept
separate for the partial correlation analysis.
In the second layer, only Well-Designed Container and Easy to Pour show the possibility of
combining into a single microfactor. In the qualitative data, easy to pour was definitely a concept
associated with a well-designed container, but it isn’t the only factor. From the data, it seems that
some consumers gravitated toward Simply Orange when it came out because the clear container
allowed for the remaining volume to be easily evaluated visually. With this insight, it seems clearer
that a Well-Designed Container is a broader concept than Easy to Pour, which is just a subset of
that broader concept, so again all concepts are left uncombined.
In the third layer, only Spending Money Wisely and Good Purchase Decision are close. If
logic backed up the close factor loading scores, they could have been combined into a single
microfactor. However, in this case, the situation is akin to the second layer in the sense that they
do not seem to be the same concept. Accordingly, those two elements are also kept separate for
now.
For the fourth and final layer, the values layer, there was a curious tie between Work Hard
Toward Goals and Fully Enjoying & Living Life. Similarly, there is a link between Living a Long &
Healthy Life and Taking Care of Love Ones. Although there is a potentially valid link with the first
pair, as that link is not clear, those are kept separate as is the second pair, whose conceptual
difference is clearer.
With the microfactors in place, the partial correlation table representing the first layer
becomes the next point of focus as the Whitlarkian CDM is built. The first layer to second layer
correlations show most strongly the connection between Good Price and Good Value; however, as a
rule, the themes seen in the qualitative build also begin to manifest themselves in the tabular data
as well. Bright Citrus Taste has the strongest link to Refreshing. Pure Squeezed, No Processing,
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and Premium Oranges link to Healthy. Easy to Pour and Easy to Use Containers correlate, but
Well-Designed Container, although weaker, is showing links to Premium Brand, following the
classic idea that humans do judge books by their covers. Pleasurable Experience is showing
generally weaker chains, but as would be expected, Right Texture, Bright Citrus Taste, and Pure
Squeezed Juice are near the top of its column. Energizing is showing some unclear signals with its
strongest link going to Florida Oranges.
The bulk of linkages indicated in the second to third layer partial correlation table once
again maintain their logical consistency for the most part. Energized connects to Feeling Positive
and Healthy with Confident in Benefits. Refreshing connects to Pleasure, and Healthy to Giving
Family the Best. And finally, we once again see a strong link on the value chain going from Good
Value to Spending Money Wisely and Carefully.
Finally, the linkages from the third to fourth layers continue to represent understandable
conceptual connections. Giving My Family the Best is linking strongly to Taking Care of Loved
Ones. Spending Money Wisely and Carefully, along with Good Purchase Decision, show a good
connection to Making Good Use of Resources. Confident in the Health Benefit is connecting to
Living a Long and Healthy Life. Weak connections characterize the map’s rise to the Work Hard
Toward Goals, which is not surprising. It is easy for consumers to think about Enjoying Life,
Taking Care of Loved Ones, a Heathy Life, and even being wise with resources relative to orange
juice purchases, but it does stretch credulity more to see that consumer decision linked with
Working Hard Toward Goals – a truism reflected in the data.
The resulting Whitlarkian map shows many of the same ladder-based themes that
appeared in the qualitative map – pleasure, energizing, healthful, good value. However, there are
definite connection-based differences. The Whitlarkian map is showing a connection between
Premium Oranges and Healthy – a sensible connection, but not in the qualitative map. Other
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novel connections in the Whitlarkian include Refreshing to Pleasurable, Feeling Positive to Long
Heathy Life, and Premium Brand to Well Designed Container.
Overall, the two maps share 21 edges in common out of a total of 31. This makes for a 68%
overlap, which by ICC standards is Good reliability. When you consider the strength of the ladders
via KL Divergence, and consider the weighted overlap, the number rounded to 75%, which is at the
low end of the Excellent range for ICC inter-rater agreement (Cicchetti, Guildlines, criteria, and
rules of thumb for evaluating normed and standarized ssessment instruments in psychology, 1994).
Some provision should be made for the same researcher being involved in the building of both
maps, but there was a two-year separation between the projects, which would naturally act to
reduce the overlap based on memory cues. As an additional precaution against single researcher
bias, the qualitative map was also compared to the three maps generated by other researchers in
Study 2. The KL Divergence overlap ratios from these comparisons ended up being 65% (Good),
55% (Fair), and 60% (Good), showing that the results remain stable outside the single researcher
development.

Study 2: Reliability and Consistency
As was mentioned previously, the Whitlarkian algorithm allows for significant flexibility in
its implementation. First, since the algorithm is essentially a qual-quant method, the initial
laddering stage can vary significantly by skill, training, and style. There can also be variations in
how that qualitative data is consolidated and translated into the survey questions.
Once the data comes back, the creation of microfactors is based on a confirmatory factoring
approach with a flexible number of factors. Even if, given enough factors, the results came in
consistent there is still a pure judgment call regarding what is close enough to count, and what
elements’ combination falls within the realm of logical consistency. Sometimes, in the creation of
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the maps, judgment calls must be made to prevent confusing or overlapping lines, and different
researchers could make different calls in that build process.
Given the variations inherent in the process, and a potential role of expertise, the three
additional researchers recruited to build the maps included one with a year and a half of practical
professional build experience (A2), and two others who had finished a training course that included
elements of a practicum, but neither had professional experience in applying the technique to raw,
unprocessed situations (B1 & B2). To maintain consistency, the author, who is acting as A1, utilized
the Whitlarkian map from Study 1 as the base for comparison. Not only would this approach lead
to consistency in results, but it would also allow for a clearer test of the application of expertise, if
that applies, and thus allow the results to reveal differences experience could make.
A2’s map was identical in 22 of the 31 edges, giving a raw score of around 71%, which is on
the higher side of the Good range in the ICC inter-rater agreement criteria. Using KL Divergence to
provide a weighted view, that number adjusts to 73% - still in the Good range, but starting to get
closer to the bottom of the Excellent range. The Value chain, the Healthy chain, the containerfocused chain, and the Pleasurable chain were there in similar ways, but Energizing was treated
differently – flowing only into Pleasurable. Although there are connection differences in places,
many of the major themes are preserved, and the ICC inter-rater evaluation seems to correctly find
that the maps are, in their major respects, very similar.
B1’s map was identical in 19 of the 31 edges, giving a raw score of 61%, which is on the low
edge of the Good range in the ICC inter-rater agreement criteria. Using KL Divergence to provide
the weighted view, we see the above number adjusting down to 56%, which would fall into the Fair
agreement category. The weighted score being below the raw score would indicate that although
some connections were the same, there was more of a miss in the stronger chains. There are
stronger differences in the treatment of Pleasurable Experience along with a different
interpretation of how the Container chains fit into the larger structure. The Goals value is dropped
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from the map. In addition, the Value chain is there in its entirety, but isolated from the map.
There is the possibility of the role of expertise indicated in these results, a suspicion that would be
strengthened by a similar result with B2.
B2’s map is identical to the reference map in 22 or the 31 arcs, giving it a rating of 71%
overlap, or Good. Using KL Divergences to give a weighted perspective, the overlap is coming in at
62% - still Good, but on the low side of that range. Four areas are distinct in the build with many of
the common themes seen before – Value, Pleasure, Healthy, and Container. Although the thematic
elements are quite similar, there are occasional relative positioning differences that lead to some
reasonable simplifications.
It is curious to note that the second most experienced builder was the closest to the
reference Whitlarkian map, with a weighted score coming close to an Excellent range, while the
two less experienced builders having weighted scores near the border of Fair and Good. Although
more work would need to be done to establish the point, it is a result consistent with the role of
expertise in the application of the algorithm to CDM building. Additional research will be needed
to establish the point, but if the results remain consistent, the application of the algorithm could
potentially necessitate time and experience in addition to a base set of instructions alone.

Study 3: Whitlarkian Network Fit
Study 3 is focused on testing the algorithm’s ability to meet one of its own underlying, but
unspoken, assumptions – that correlational relationships between the microfactors represent
linkages in the modeled cognitive structures represented by the CDM. If those correlations do
represent those linkages, then the resulting model should represent the best correlational
simplified interpretation of the entire network structure. The challenge with the proposed
algorithm is that it assembles the map from a series of pair-wise correlations only. It is not obvious
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that the result of a series of pairwise judgment calls, even in context, would lead to a good
interpretation of the overall network correlational structure.
Although a handful of algorithms have been developed to effectively and efficiently search
the myriad of potential networks, SopLEQ has the distinction of not only being a derivation of a
standard and accepted EQ approach. As shown in unpublished research by Lionel Jouffe, SopLEQ
performed well in relation to other algorithms over a range of sizes and circumstances. Given this
background, the SopLEQ algorithm was chosen to generate a machine-learned Bayesian network to
compare against the base Whitlarkian map. Since this network building accounts for the full
correlational and informational structure, its results provide a useful comparative structure for the
Whitlarkian algorithm.
There was some concern at the beginning of the test that the typically stronger intralayer
correlations would dominate over the interlayer correlations, and provide a distorted map relative
to a CDM, as a CDM is mainly focused on building an appropriate vertical structure connecting
features to top level underlying values. This problem did cause challenges in the network build,
forcing the necessity, in an attempt at an apples-to-apples comparison, to put restrictions on the
potential network being searched. Those restrictions included blocking intralayer connections, and
mandating that nodes could only be connected to layers above and below. These building
constraints seem to go a long way to producing more appropriate networks relative to the
psychological theory being tested, and thus seem a fairer comparison, even though additional error
may be forced into the comparison because the Whitlarkian reference map has some intralayer
connections that could not be replicated.
To help get around the limitations of the constraints, both networks are subject to three
network fit tests. If the additional intralayer connections in the reference map improve fit, that
shows in the statistics. This allows for the judgment of the Whitlarkian network to be based not
just on relative terms, but on absolute terms as well.
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The machine learned model is the only approach that did not take conceptual consistency
into account, and perhaps by so doing, occasionally provided insights that are interesting and
relevant to a marketer. SopLEQ connected the Well-Designed Container with Spending Wisely,
perhaps once again pointing to the propensity for consumers to judge books by their covers, or
perhaps the nature of a container is a real value-add, more than is typically given credit. Like the
reference map, SopLEQ did separate out energizing from pleasurable, although pleasurable
experience did not end up reaching into Layer 1. It did create two container ladders rather than
one, but the Value chain is there, along with Healthy as well.
The raw overlap was 20 out of 31, giving a percentage of 65%, putting that overlap in the
Good range. However, the weighted overlap using the KL Divergence is 81%, putting it solidly in
the Excellent range. Essentially, although there are differences in the low weighted areas, there
seems to be significant agreement with the reference Whitlarkian map in the key ladders.
As to Minimum Description Length (MDL), the necessary alpha to make the map fit the
model sufficiently was .2. This means that explanatory fit was weighing in at a 5 to 1 ratio relative
to the penalty for complexity. However, given that the number of edges is roughly equivalent, that
makes a fair comparison between the two. SopLEQ came in with a network with an MDL of 119,480
and the reference map was at 121,346. Therefore, the machine learned map did have a lower MDL,
however the difference was only around 1.5%. In general, it is fair to say that the Whitlarkian
algorithm produced a map that is performing well compared to the machine learned network.
As a reminder, Consistency is based on the following concept. For a dataset of n variables
and some length m, for each data vector in the list, you could calculate the log likelihood of each
data point given the network’s contingency tables vs. the log likelihood the data point occurring
based on marginals alone, and just look at the difference. The mean consistency score provides
some indication of how well the network is performing from a log likelihood perspective compared
to some baseline, which in this case is the unconnected network. The more positive the mean of
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the consistencies, the stronger the signal of a solidly performing network model in general. In this
case, the Whitlarkian reference model outperformed the machine learned model, coming in at 7.94
vs the SopLEQ number of 6.04. This is consistent with the Contingency Table Fit elevation of
16.42% vs the machine learned model’s score of 12.39%. These results need to be taken with a grain
of salt as the machine learned model was operating under more restrictions than the Whitlarkian
algorithm, and likely could have outperformed given the right mix of constraints, which is difficult
to navigate. However, it does indicate that the Whitlarkian model performed well.
As a concluding note, the notable paper by Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn (2011)
expressing concern about the proliferation of false positive results should be referenced. One
significant advantage of the approach taken in this research is that it is not only multi-method, and
derived the results in this study surviving data perturbation, but it is fully immune from the single
p-value tipping point. There is no claim in the paper that depends on a p < .05, which often drives
the complex issues leading to false positive acceptance.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, as previously noted, the purpose of this research was to investigate the
following hypotheses:
1)

The Whitlarkian method creates structures that could be argued to approximate
current best practice qualitative approaches, and perhaps even an improvement,

2) The key elements and connections of a Whitlarkian-generated consumer decision map
tend to be present in the approaches of different researchers using the same data, and
3) The pairwise build approach is sufficient to approximate the most important parts of a
full network structure when viewed as a whole.
Although by nature this research, and science in general, cannot come to conclusions about the
truth of certain statements, this research could easily have led to the falsification of the hypothesis
that the Whitlarkian approach is a viable alternative to qualitative maps. However, this did not
seem to materialize.
Using raw weights, the comparison of the networks was Good when judged by the ICC
Inter-rater agreement measure, and Excellent when viewed through the weighted lens. If the
criteria of evaluation are that the quantitative build was either a good approximation of the gold
standard, or perhaps an improvement, the current results could bear that out. However, it is clear
in strict scientific terms that its viability has not and cannot be proved, but certainly its purported
role cannot be rejected, and the hypothesis seems sustained by the resulting data.
As to the stability of the resulting maps given construction from the same data, that also
came out positive. In all three comparisons the results were in the Good range, spanning the top of
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that range to the very high side of Fair. Granted that there could be variability in the qualitative
side, and its translation to the survey, but given the same data set, the initial data would seem to
indicate that trained researchers will likely come up with a good approximation of another trained
researcher’s map, although there is initial evidence of the role of expertise the application of the
algorithm. Even so, there are areas that the algorithm could likely be improved, but those points
will be discussed in the next chapter.
Finally, there is a question as to the ability of the algorithm’s pairwise comparisons to
create a map that fits well the correlational structure of the data taken as a whole. With the raw
overlap scores coming in at the Good range, and the weighted scores coming in the Excellent range,
the data did support the hypothesis that its build is sufficient to approximate the overall structure.
Although many such tests would need to be done to feel more confident on this point; however, in
this test, the results came in strong in favor.
All in all, the results provide evidence of the ability of the Whitlarkian approach to either
approximate or potentially even improve on the structures currently generated currently by large
investments in qualitative research. Because of this, these findings provide additional confidence
in industry’s ability to uncover consumer decision map structures for much cheaper, and to do
them in a way that can provide critically needed structural nuance between segments as marketing
becomes ever more personalized.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This research provides a valuable foundation and initial insights into the efficacy and
reliability of David Whitlark’s new CDM assembly technique; however, the approach taken in this
research by nature cannot be conclusive, except perhaps to disprove the proposed hypotheses. As
is typical for all such scientific endeavors, this form of research would need to be repeated many
times to build confidence in the proposed hypotheses. Although the data for this study comes from
a mixed broad appeal, there are elements characteristic of a convenient sampling approach,
although to be fair, even general population web panels have some of the same challenge.
Nevertheless, a replication strategy must include a varied sampling approach in addition to pure
method replication. Additionally, it would be helpful to expand the pool of researchers creating
the Whitlarkian structures as there is some evidence of researcher dependence. Researcher
variation will be as important as sample strategy variation. It would also be helpful to vary the
consumer decisions being investigated.
As an additional point to the reliability study, it is known that the Whitlarkian approach
involves a qualitative front end that can hold inherent variability. A more complete study could
begin with a clear decision topic, but allow multiple trained researchers to do the laddering, the
survey, and the build, and compare the results after all stages are complete. This full view would be
a fairer comparison of the reliability of the algorithm.
The reliability study also showed a closer relationship between the maps of trained and
experienced researchers than to maps created by trained, but inexperienced, researchers. This
hints at a legitimate role of expertise in the application of the Whitlarkian algorithm. If expertise is
involved in its application, then significant research could go into evaluating its role and
limitations, and how best to take expertise into account when evaluating the algorithms legitimacy.
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Finally, it seems clear that the algorithm itself could be improved. Instead of using a
relatively difficult factor loading approach to create microfactors, could dendrograms be used
instead? The algorithm suggests a pairwise comparison using partial correlations. Would it work
better to interact with machine learned network structures that take into account the full
relationships of the nodes? Would it make more sense, as well, if those machine learned structures
were built based on mutual information instead of correlation to better handle the potential of
nonlinear relationships? All of these points could be worked on in a welcomed effort to sharpen
the promise and impact of the Whitlarkian approach.
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A - Orange Juice Survey
The following is the format and text used to gather the data necessary to assemble the
quantitative map referenced in first methodological section.
Orange Juice Dissertation Survey – 2 Versions - Internal Merkle Version - (External Similar)
Q1.1 Thank you! And welcome. Appreciate the support.

Following is a fun and anonymous

survey designed for those that buy fresh-squeezed orange juice.

It will start with a review of what

is important to you in the buying process. I have some brand performance questions, along with
some questions about brand loyalty. At the end, we'd love to get your thoughts about values that
are important to you. Each part provides some useful insight into how we, as consumers, decide
which brand to buy.

Once again, if you are a buyer of fresh-squeezed orange juice, this is your

ideal survey. It should take less than 10 minutes. Many complete it in 8. Thank you so
much!

Let's go!

Q1.3 Imagine yourself at the store looking for orange juice. How important are each of the
following qualities in your decision around which fresh squeezed OJ brand to buy:

Unimportant
(1)

Made from
premium
oranges (1)



Made from
oranges
grown in
Florida (2)



A premium
brand (3)



Neither
important or
unimportant
(2)

Important (3)

Very
important (4)

Extremely
Important (5)
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A good price
(4)



Pure
squeezed
juice (5)



No
processing or
additives (6)



Easy-to-use
container (7)



Right texture
(8)



Bright citrus
taste (9)



Clear
container (10)



























































Q1.4 What is the first word that comes to mind with the following brand?

First Word That Comes to Mind (1)

Tropicana (1)

Simply Orange (7)

Minute Maid (2)

Florida's Natural (3)
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Q1.5 We're still at the store! How important are each of the following product benefits in your
decision around which fresh squeezed OJ brand to buy:

Unimportant
(1)

Neither
important or
unimportant
(2)

Important (3)

Very
important
(4)

Extremely
Important (5)

Refreshing (1)











Healthy (2)











Good value
(3)











Easy to pour
(4)











Well
designed
container (5)











Pleasurable
experience
(6)











Energizing
(7)











Q1.6 How important are each of the following feelings in your decision around which fresh
squeezed OJ brand to buy? I like to:

Feel like I
made a good
purchase
decision (1)
Feel the
pleasure

Unimportant
(1)

Neither
important or
unimportant
(2)

Important (3)

Very
Important (4)

Extremely
Important (5)
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from a high
quality juice
(2)
Feel positive
& energized
as I drink (3)











Feel
confident in
the health
benefits of
what I'm
drinking (4)











Feel like I'm
giving my
family the
very best (5)











Feel like I
spent money
wisely and
carefully (6)











Q1.7 When you think over the past few months, what percent of your fresh squeezed orange juice
purchases come from the brands below? (Should add to 100%)
______ Image:Simply orange company logo (1)
______ Image:Floridas natural logo (2)
______ Image:Tropicana logo (3)
______ Image:Logo white (4)
______ Other Brands (5)

Q1.8 Last question at the store! How important are each of the following goals in your decision
around which Fresh squeezed OJ brand to buy? I like to:
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Unimportant
(1)

Neither
important or
unimportant
(2)

Important (3)

Very
Important (4)

Extremely
Important (5)

Enjoy & live
life to its
fullest (1)











Take care of
your loved
ones (2)











Work hard
toward all
your goals
(3)











Live a long &
healthy life
(4)











Make good
use of your
resources (5)











Q1.9 Making great progress.

Please rate the following brands' performance in each of the

following areas. Just pick the brand you most associate with each benefit on the left:

Tropicana (1)

Simply
Orange (2)

Minute Maid
(3)

Florida's
Natural (4)

NA / Don't
Know (5)

Refreshing (1)











Healthy (2)











Good Value
(3)











Easy to Pour
(4)
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Well Designed
Container (5)











Pleasurable
Experience (6)











Energizing (7)











Q1.10 Following are three important reasons why people choose the fresh squeezed OJ brands they
do.

Please rank the following by importance to you (drag & drop):

______ Premium pure-squeezed natural juice that is healthy (1)
______ Excellent taste and texture that gives a refreshing experience (2)
______ An excellent price that delivers a great value (3)

Q1.11 Very similar question to above, but slightly different tack. Following are three important
reasons why people choose the fresh squeezed OJ brands they do. Same as above. You have 11
points. Please distribute your points to each, representing how important each is to you in your
brand choice. The more points you give, the more important that aspect is to you in your brand
choice. The total should add up to 11 points:
______ Premium pure-squeezed natural juice that is healthy (1)
______ Excellent taste and texture that gives a refreshing experience (2)
______ An excellent price that delivers a great value (3)

Q1.12 Which fresh-squeezed OJ brand would say if your favorite brand?
 Simply Orange (1)
 Minute Maid (2)
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 Florida's Natural (3)
 Tropicana (4)
 Other (5)
If Other Is Selected, Then Skip To “You are doing great! Two more l...”
Q1.13 How would you rate the following relative to ${q://QID20/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}:

Disagree
(2)

Neither
Agree
nor
Disagree
(3)

Agree
(4)

Strongly
Agree
(5)











I feel loyal toward
${q://QID20/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
(2)











If
${q://QID20/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
were gone from store shelves, I'd be upset
(3)











Strongly
Disagree
(1)

I would not recommend
${q://QID20/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
to a friend (1)

Q1.14 You are doing great!

Two more longer questions about your values, and what is important

to you, a couple of quick items, and we're done. Here we go!

Q1.15 We'll present two values, one on the right, and other on the left. Please just pick which of the
two is more important to you. This can be difficult - just do your best:

1 (1)

2 (2)
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Enjoying & living life to its
fullest:Taking care of your loved
ones (1)





Taking care of your loved
ones:Working hard toward all
your goals (2)





Making good use of your
resources:Enjoying & living life
to its fullest (3)





Working hard toward all your
goals:Living a long and healthy
life (4)





Living a long & healthy
life:Making good use of your
resources (23)





Working hard toward all your
goals:Enjoying & living life to its
fullest (24)





Living a long and healthy
life:Taking care of your loved
ones (25)





Making good use of your
resources:Working hard toward
all your goals (26)





Enjoying & living life to its
fullest:Living a long & healthy
life (27)





Taking care of your loved
ones:Making good use of your
resources (28)





Q1.16 Values are goals that are important to us, to some degree or another, over time and over
many circumstances.

In your true, honest opinion, for each of the "values" below, please mark

how well your current life reflects the goal given:
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Things
aren't
going
well on
this front
at all (1)

(2)

(3)

Midpoint
(4)

(5)

(6)

My
current
life is a
great
example
of this (7)

Enjoying
& living
life to its
fullest (1)















Taking
care of
your loved
ones (2)















Working
hard
toward all
your goals
(3)















Living a
long &
healthy
life (4)















Making
good use
of your
resources
(5)















Q1.17 Couple of easy questions as we come to the end: How old are you?
 18-25 (1)
 26-34 (2)
 35-54 (3)
 55-64 (4)
 65+ (5)
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Q1.18 Gender:
 Male (1)
 Female (2)

Q1.19 Thank you so much for the insight. Your help today is very appreciated!
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